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Abstract of Thesis: A study of Muslim polemics directed
against Jews.
A survey of the anti-Jewish literature of Islam sho 
that whilst parts of the Koran are violently anti-Jewish 
Islam tends to ignore the Jews, and when it treats of th 
appears to draw considerably on Christian sources. In t 
connection, the authenticity of Ali fabarl's work can be 
established.
An outstanding polemist was Ibn JBaizm, but his conte: 
that the Bible is a forgery is quoted in detail in works 
century before, as the opinion of still earlier Mu'tazil 
Samau’al al-Maghribi, a convert from Judaism, a cen 
later, marks a further stage in the polemic. The later 1 
who quarried from his works are discussed, and the conne< 
between them made clear. In particular, the connections 
between his tract and Ibn Kammuna's work are traced.
Abrogation of one revelation by a later is the pivo" 
this controversy, and had a large share in developing th< 
Muslim theory. The charge of anthropomorphism was brougj 
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M. Schreiner wrote on this subject in 1888. Since then 
much new material has come to light, and still more remains 
which has not yet been published. This justifies a new attemp 
to survey the subject, although some MSS. were unobtainable.
I have thought it advisable to include such works as 
Elbirifs poem and some fatwas. But I have avoided repeating 
Fritsch's catalogue of the labours of Muslim biblical exegetis- 
Such a survey as this is necessarily indebted to publica­
tions by many workers. I have been anxious to indicate that.
My own effort includes the framing of the survey, the con 
frontation of old evidence in Muslim and Jewish texts, the es­
tablishment of the authenticity of rAli Jabarl's book, the 
tracing of the connections between Samau’al and later authors, 
notes on unpublished texts of Islam! and Tabataba*!, some sug­
gestions about the original sources of the Muslim argument, 
and notes on some minor points. The main chapters (on Ibn 
Hazm and Samau’al) are based on independent work on the sources 
Chapters I.-IV. treat of the sources and beginnings of 
the controversy; chapters V.-XI. of the authors and their 
works; chapter XII. is a resume of the polemic.
I wish to express my appreciation of Professor Tritton's 
kindness and patience in the reading of the draft of my thesis.
I wish, also, to express my thanks to the staffs of the 
Libraries at which I have worked; in particular, to the staff 
of the Library of the S.O.S.
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I. INTRODUCTION.
Islam at its rise found the Jews a powerful element in 
Medina. In later times, the Jews were a section of the popu­
lation of the rising Islamic world.
The early period of Islam is characterised hy the clash 
with Arabian Jews whom Muhammad had failed to win over to his 
creed. The Koran bears clear evidence of the struggle.
From the time of the Abbasids controversial tracts have 
been preserved. The ninth century produced at least four 
polemical treatises (still extant) against Christians, but 
none against Jews. Later, too, the bulk of polemics against 
Jews and their tenets is meagre as compared with that of the 
works against Christianity.
Thus, whilst the earlier Arabian stage of Islam resounds 
with Moslem-Jewish strife, classical Islam directed its 
polemic mainly against Christians.
It is not difficult to see the point of this shift of 
interest. In the conquered territories, Christianity with its 
various denominations and sects, was the religion of the large 
majority of the people (as in the Byzantine lands); or at 
least of the monotheists (as in Persia). The Jews were now 
far less important in the eyes of the Muslims. Christians 
filled many of the posts in the administration, and more than 
once fought in the Muslim army. Later, they took a prominent
2place in the intellectual revival under Islam. The importance 
of the Christians was enhanced by the fact that, outside the 
Islamic world, Christianity was a State religion.
All these factors enabled the Christian communities to 
maintain for centuries an independent communal life under 
Islam. Thus the process of Arabisation and Islamisation 
aroused Christian opposition, or at any rate evoked a defen­
sive attitude against the new faith.
The position of the Jews was different. Though numerous 
in some parts of the Islamic world, they were few as compared 
with Christians. They were not represented in the adninis- 
t rat ion, and although there were several Jewish garrisons, 
there was no need to consider them seriously as a military 
force. Nor had they any external power behind them to lend 
them support.
By that time, too, their segregation and the characteris­
tics of their communal life were firmly established; and one 
of its features was an aversion from discussing their religion 
with outsiders.
In short, whereas for the vast majority of Christians 
their reduction to the lower status of ahl ad-dimma must have 
rankled until it became a grievance creating, in turn, a 
situation which forced their writers into arguments with the 
new rulers and their faith, the status of the Jews underwent 
little or no change; indeed, their position was substantially 
improved under Muslim rule. This fact, as well as their
3general indifference towards other religions, precluded them 
from attacking Islam.
Hence it is clear why the main stream of late Muslim 
polemics was directed against Christians, a striking fact when 
we remember the acrimonious attacks on the Jews in the Koran.
From the standpoint of theology, also, polemics against 
Christians seemed more logical than against Jews. Islam 
accepts certain basic Christian tenets, first anong them the 
mission of Jesus; this fact gave rise to the impression that 
a Christian need only accept the Muslim claim on behalf of 
Muhammad, to be regarded as a true believer. But the conver­
sion of a Jew seemed a more difficult matter. A Jew would 
have to be convinced, first of all, of the abrogation of the 
Law of Moses, and then brought to accept the Muslim claims on 
behalf of Jesus and Muhammad, successively, before he could 
accept the dominant creed.
Yet,within the scope of the general polemical literature, 
mainly anti-Christian as it is, there is much that concerns 
the Jews and the formation of judgment about them and their 
Scriptures.
The first extant systematic treatment of the Jews and
work
their lore is relatively late, it is not a/specially devoted 
to the subject, but part of a general compendium of theology, 
Ibn Hazm's Milal (XIc.). Only about a century Ister does the 
"classical” work aimed specifically against Jews appear,
4supplied "by a Jewish convert, Samau’al h.*Ahhas al-Maghrihl.
Polemic utterances occur early; expositions of polemics 
are relatively late. A survey of this polemic must also take 
into account to some extent the anti-Christian polemics and 
the accounts of the "Milal" hooks.
Much of the information possessed hy the Muslim authors 
ahout Jews and the Jewish religion was evidently supplied hy 
converts, not only from the Jewish, hut also from the Christiai 
faith. Indeed, it seems safe to assume that since the majority 
of the converts were Christians, some of the anti-Jewish pre­
judices and arguments then current amongst the Christian popu­
lations found their way into Muslim circles.
5II. THE JEWS IE THE KORAN AND IN THE TRADITIONS.
In the Koran, the terms Yahud, or alladina hadu -
contemporary Jews, Banu Isra’Il - the Jews of olden times,
are frequently used. God had revealed to them the Taurat and
the Zabur. Forgetting the Divine Dispensation, the Jews
and
transgressed God’s commandments,/flouted the prophets, and 
even slew them (III. 1804. Therefore many punishments fell 
upon them (II.58); e.g., some of them were turned into apes 
for desecrating the sabbath (11.59; VII.166).
Muhammad came to confirm their scriptures (III.2; IV.50), 
but they did not accept him. They concealed the revelation 
(II.3 6; III.6 4), or did not understand it (11.73); they tried 
to mislead people (111.62,9 5)* having no compunction about 
deceiving the pagan Arabs (III.6 9). Therefore, although they 
knew from their books all about Muhammad ”as they knew their 
own children” (11.141), they made false statements about the 
scriptures (IV.48; 5*45)* distorting the texts.
In contradiction to them, the Prophet declares that 
Ibrahim and Isma/ll were Muslim prophets (11.119; 111.58,60; 
XIX.55)* wk° built the Meccan temple (11.119; III.9 0) before 
the revelation of Musa, to which the Jews refer. Thus, Islam 
is the original revelation. This cuts the ground from under
6the feet of the unbelievers.
They make blasphemous statements: That God's hand is 
chained up (V.6 9); that *Uzair is the son of God (IX.JO).
At the same time, they are stubborn in their opposition to 
the true prophet. They must be regarded as enemies (III.27; 
V.56,62). The believers will find that they are their 
fiercest enemies, the Christians being much more friendly 
(V.8 5). Therefore, after they had rejected many friendly 
overtures (11.59; V.73), it was decided that they must be 
fought against, made tributaries, and compelled to pay poll- 
tax, as a mark of their humiliation(lX. 29).
In the Fatiha, the words al-maghdub alayhim are supposed 
to refer to the Jews.
In Tradition Jews occupy only a small place.
They are reproached with evading and disobeying the Law, 
and inventing laws of their own instead. The best-known in­
stance of this is that they abolished stoning for adultery, 
and substituted a milder punishment; but when questioned by 
Muhammad on the subject, they sought to deceive him.
Believers should not apply to them for information, 
whether about the facts of the past, or religious-legal regu­
lations .
Again and again the admonition is repeated: "Do not enter 
into discussion with them; do not say either 'yes' or 'nay* to
7their assertions; neither believe nor disbelieve them."
When it is necessary to quote them, special reasons for 
this will always be found. They cannot be trusted for they 
deleted references to the Prophet from their books. They 
tried also to test him by putting to him questions. But the 
result, of course, was only to give him another opportunity 
to prove the divine origin of his inspiration. Persisting in 
their obduracy, they did not shrink from plotting, practising 
sorcery and poisoning, until they were finally crushed and 
driven out of Arabia.
The Jews extended their hatred of the Prophet to all 
Muslims. They mispronounoed the usual "Peace be unto you", 
so that it came to mean: "Poison be upon you"; for which 
reason it is wiser and safer to reply with a mere: "The same 
to you". They always try to trick the unsuspecting Muslim.
To imitate them is positively forbidden. Indeed, it is 
right to do the exact opposite of what they do. This point, 
khalifuhum, is fundamental; to refute a proposition, to prove 
a thing is repugnant, it is sufficient to ascribe it to the 
Jews. They became, in a way, the incarnation of evil. No 
wonder that, when the world comes to an end, and when {Jajjal 
threatens to destroy those of the true faith, the Jews will 
be betrayed in their hiding-places even by the crying of the 
rock: "Here is a Jew behind me. Kill him."
Although the hadlt is sometimes acourate in its
description of the outward appearance of the Jews, it does 
not display understanding of their tenets. For example, it 
cannot distinguish between what is biblical and what is not. 
References to the Bible are few, although garbled "versions" 
from Taurat and Zabur abound.
Information of this kind, and the judgments resulting 
from it, are also to be found in the sira and in the works 
of the historians using the hadlt. We find them embellished 
by the Ku§§a§ with strange flights of fancy, expecially where 
the ancient Banu-Isra*II are concerned.
A special value seems to be attached to exposures of 
Jews by converted Jews, usually Ka’b al-Ahbar and Wahb b. 
Munabbih.
III. SOURCES OF EARLY POLEMICS.
Both the historians and the commentators on the Koran 
were called upon to deal v/ith Jewish matters. Both were at 
first in the grip of the hadlt. Later, they tried to obtain 
some knowledge from the Jews themselves, or from their 
writings. It is not surprising that it was the historian 
rather than the theologian who made those efforts. But most 
authors show by their errors that they had no access to 
sources (apart from quotations supplied by converts), and 
that the influence of the Koran and Hadlt was too strong to 
allow of more than the beginnings of independent study, the 
more so as interest soon flagged.
One example may serve to illustrate how scholars were 
unable to free themselves from their traditions, even al­
though these created new difficulties; it also shows how and 
why their efforts to obtain information for purposes of study 
involved them in controversy.
The Koran mentions Haman in the company of Fir*aun. The 
Muslim scholars tried to find out more about Haman. They 
applied to the ahl-al-kitab, who told them the story of Esther. 
But that story relates to the days of the Persians, "under 
Ardashir". Now a thousand years separate Pharaoh from
ID
Ardashir. One of the sources, either the Muslim or the 
biblical, must be wrong. The Muslim scholars, however, re­
fused to accept the notion of an error in the "word of God"; 
consequently, it was the Biblfc that was in error. Obviously 
the case was one of distortion or forgery - of tahrlf, taDdll, 
taghylr.
This is an example of a crude solution. Later, subtler 
methods were employed; e.g., it was suggested that the Haman 
of the Koran and the Haman of the Bible v/ere not identical.
One might have lived in the time of Moses, the other in that 
of Ardashir.
Muslim scholars were aware of the difficulties by which 
they were beset. Jahiz (d. A.B.8 69), in his Epistle against 
the Christians, described the Muslim approach to the subject. 
Muslims are more favourably inclined towards Christians than 
towards Jews. To explain that he proceeds to analyse the 
circumstances in which the Muslims encountered the Jews. At 
first they quarrelled. Later, the Jews were envious of their 
Muslim conquerors. Then the assertion of the Koran that the 
Jews would be found to be the greatest enemies of Islam 
began to make itself felt. "And history, as we know, provides 
future generations with prejudices and predilections." 
Christians are learned; Jews are narrow-minded, and confine 
themselves to their own scriptures; they have no secular
knowledge. Moreover, people are impressed by Christians on 
account of their high rank in the administration and the pro­
fessions, whereas Jews are usually "dyers, tanners, cuppers, 
butchers, cobblers11. So people tend to believe that their 
faith is as filthy as their vocations. Even biology is brought 
into the argument: Jews marry only amongst themselves, and 
therefore produce a poor breed.
The Christians, who are so influential, start religious 
arguments and disputes, at the same time attacking the Jews, 
using the arguments of Zindlks and atheists.
Jahiz tries to steer a middle course on the question of 
the scriptures. He avers that they are inspired, but adds 
that Jewish interpretation of them may be faulty, primarily 
because of the Jews* ignorance of Arabic, which hampers them 
when it comes to giving explanations to Arabs.
On the other hand the author, by way of attacking the 
Christians, defends the Jews against some accusations based 
on misunderstanding of passages of the Koran; e.g., the as­
sertion that "God* s hand is chained up", and their alleged 
belief in "*Uzatyr". The real trouble with them is that they 
do not believe in free will at all.
Here, therefore, is an attempt, although an indirect one, 
to analyse the causes of the Muslim’s difficulties in approach­
ing the subject of the Jews.
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Ibn £utaiba (d. 276/8 89) declares that ,rthe Arabs had 
still (in the Jahiliya) retained some remnants of the original 
Abrahamic religion of Isma'Il; for example, the pilgrimage.”
He then supplies a small collection of biblical quotations 
for use as a*lam, testimonies to and announcements of Muhammad. 
They are those about Isma/ll, Arabia and the desert and the 
succession of prophets. First the classical passage: Genesis 
XVII.20, Godfs promise to make of Isma*il a great nation.
Then the story of Hagar: Genesis XXK.9ff* The verse Genesis 
XVI. 12, "And he will be a wild man; his hand will be against 
every man, and every man’s hand against him; and he shall 
dwell in the presence of all his brethren”, is quoted thus:
”His hand will be over all, and the hands of all will be out­
stretched towards him in submission". The prophecy was ful­
filled by the transference of both religion and empire from
B. Isra’il to B. Isma/ll. This came to pass through the acts 
of Muhammad.
In Deuteronomy XXXI11. 2: "The LORD came from Sinai, and 
rose up from Seir unto them; he shined forth from mount Paran", 
Sinai stands for the Torah and Moses; Seir refers to the Gospel 
and Jesus; for Jesus lived in Seir in the region of al-Khalxl 
(Hebron), in a village called an-Nasira . . . ; Mount Paran 
refers to the Koran. Nobody doubts that Paran is Mecca. The 
scriptures mention Paran as the dwelling place of Isma*il
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(Genesis XXI.21); Or - was there any other prophet in a place 
called Paran?
Deuteronomy XVIII.18: ". . .a Prophet from among their 
brethren, like unto thee"; and Deuteronomy XXXIV. 10: "And 
there arose not a prophet since in Israel like unto Moses". 
When the promise is made, the Bible asserts that no prophet 
after Moses was "like unto Moses", so that the text cannot 
refer to any other biblical prophet.
Habakkuk III.J: ". . . and the Holy One from Mount Paran". 
"Habakkuk prophesied in the days of Daniel". Here again, the 
name Paran connects the text with the subject. But the name 
of the prophet of Mecca is plainly referred to: ". . . His 
glory . . . full of his praise" (hodo u-t%illato) is trans­
lated as "The praise of Ahmad (VTjrnd) and his sanctification 
(min tahmld ahmad wa-takdisihi)". Again: "If this be not so, 
then who is this Ahmad whose praise fills the earth?"
The forty-second chapter of Isaiah is quoted at length 
as a description of Muhammad. The Hebrew and Syriac versions 
are given. Isaiah XXI.6-9: The camel-rider is Muhammad, who
did away with the idols of Babylon.
At the very end, we learn the sources. The truth cannot 
be concealed, for in Syriac the name of the prophet is derived 
from the root sh b h, which corresponds to the Arabic Vhmct.
New Testament proofs follow. It is, therefore, probably a 
compilation from material supplied by a Christian convert.
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A converted Christian, the physician *Ali b. Rattan a$- 
Jabarl, wrote an apology for Islam in the middle of the 9th 
century. About the same time, a Nestorian, Abraham t. *Aun 
al-Iskaf, wrote a work against the Jews.
Christian attacks on Jews in Arabic, protatly deriving 
from pre-Islamic antecedents, became a mine of information 
for Muslims. Polemics against the Jews in Arabic by Christians^  
seem to be at least as numerous as those by Muslim authors.
"The book of religion and empire” of the convert r All b. 
Rabban at-ffabarl is a rich mine of Bible quotations, and it 
makes several new points. Thus it stresses (p.35) bhe argu­
ment that if the non-Muslims do not accept "scriptural testi­
mony" about Muhammad adduced by Muslims, then "We, the Muslims, 
will not believe the adversary who says that the Torah and the 
Gospel do not contain falsehoods."
The writer says that the zindlks did not believe in the 
Bible, arguing that God could not have revealed such injunc­
tions as sprinkling blood on the altar; or the obscene stories; 
nor have urged a prophet (Hosea<) to marry a harlot, etc.
(p. 46f; 51f. ) We thus learn that a discussion had been 
going on as to the value of the biblical testimony and the 
biblical accounts.
Jabarl wants to retain the biblical testimony and to 
fit the Islamic revelation into its framework. But he is not 
consistent; for (p.45/5 1) at the same time he is stressing
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that the stories of the Koran are "better than those of the 
Pentateuch. The miracle (i' jaz) of the Koran and the domina­
tion of Islam are strong arguments for Islam (p.42/59)-
A whole chapter (p.66-73) is devoted to proving that if 
"belief in Muhammad "be rejected, then the Bible itself is null 
and void; for all the prophecies about Isma/Il and the Prophet 
are then foolish. A number of biblical passages follow, the 
renderings of many of them strongly reminiscent of those of 
Ibn Kutaiba. The prophets cursed the Children of Israel and 
foretold the ignominy reserved for them (p.46/51; 141/166).
The author uses the Syriac text, but notes where the 
Hebrew and Greek versions deviate from it.
The most vigorous and militant literary representative of 
the numerous rationalists of the Islamic world, then in a 
ferment, seems to have been Raw and!.
Apparently Rawandi gave up rationalizing Islam, and 
turned to pure rationalism. Having arrived at this means of 
solving his doubts, he then turned against creeds in general, 
and the dominant creed in particular. His main theme is the 
supreme value of reason as the source of knowledge and judgment 
Religion puts up a defence by asserting the value of revelation 
and prophecy. Rawandi proceeds to refute these assertions. 
ftHe has no use for this theory”. Revelation either contains 
what reason itself can supply us with, in which case it is 
superfluous; or else something other than reason teaches, in
which case we cannot accept it. Muhammad.1 s laws seem to be 
contrary to reason, prayer is senseless, the pilgrimage absurd. 
"Circling round the ka*ba is not different from circling 
round any other house."
Peoples were tricked by "miracles" into submission to the 
Prophets. The disciples of the latter may have lied deliberate 
ly when transmitting their messages. In any case no credence 
can be attached to tradition. A crowd of poor Arabs could 
not know more about the fate of Christ than the older and far 
more numerous communities of Jews and Christians. All these 
stories about angels whose intervention brings victory at one 
time, but at another cannot prevent defeat (Badr-Uhud), are 
hopeless nonsense. But the spirit of man is strong enough to 
find a way out. Astronomy will advance without any prophets; 
human craft without any revelation can extract music from the 
dried intestines of animals strung over a piece of wood.
Reason through science, versus religion consisting of senseless 
ritual and baseless tradition, shows the way.
He who has imposed disease, poverty and suffering on man 
cannot be wise and merciful. But it would seem that God knows 
only the art of killing. If there is a God, what need has He 
of the prophet? Those who preach in His name use the tricks 
of sorcery to fool their victims. The Koran is a self-contra­
dictory, foolish book. A good poem is far better than koranic 
chatter. In any case, a non-Arab cannot appreciate its
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"marvels".
Rawandi *s frontal attack on the foundations of belief, 
and particularly on Islam, created a profound impression, and 
raised a storm in theological circles and in the literature of 
the time.
Rawandi was not alone in that particular field of work.
The names of other authors have recently come to light; but 
it is doubtful if much opinion of this kind found its way 
into writing; and what there was of it was doomed to perish 
quickly.
how Rawandi’s name is traditionally connected with Jews; 
he was even said to be of Jewish origin. A Jew said to a 
Muslim: "He will destroy your books as his father destroyed 
ours." To this Rawandi replied: "Moses said there was to be 
no prophet after him ..." This seems, however, to have been 
one of the cases where Jewish connections were ascribed to a 
man only to discredit him. The stories about him insist that 
he was a man of no principles, who wrote pamphlets to order, 
particularly for the Jews, for 400 dirhams, and extorted 
another hundred by threatening to refute his own pamphlet at 
once. All sources agree that he found a refuge with some Jews, 
and died at the home of one of them. There may have been some 
kernel of truth in the stories, although they appear to be 
exaggerations.
Juwdj.nl, Ghazali’s master, accuses the Jews of having
learned from Rawandi how to pose problems. Salmon b. Yeru^ im, 
the Karaite polemist, comments on Ecclesiastes VII.16: n . . . 
neither make thyself overwise" thus: "like those who run about 
the streets of the cities and the market-places in search of 
worldly books such as the writings of the philosophers and 
those of Ibn ar-Rawandl and Ibn Suwayd who seduce people away 
from belief in God and His prophets." A volume of Rawandi’s 
is mentioned in the Geniza list of a private Jewish library.
There were Jews who applied Rawandi fs method in criti­
cising the scriptures.
Sa'adia wonders at those who imagine there is no Lord 
over them. He finds a description of them in Psalm II.
"Let us break their bonds asunder, and cast away their cords 
from us." People question God’s omniscience and prescience, 
in order to undermine belief. Old queries about texts and 
problems; malicious criticism by Christians, pagans and 
dualists; the impact of the new and still confused intellec­
tual activities; a constant stream of heterodoxies, especially 
the Karaite schisms - all these have now set up a religious 
and cultural fermentation. In Baghdad, in the Xth century, 
a circle of people of different religions (including Buddhists 
and dualists) used to meet for discussion. A poet, the son of 
an exilarch, is mentioned as one of this circle, as well as a 
Jewish philosopher whom Mas*udl had met.
The figure who stands out most clearly is §IwI ha-Balkhi, 
a contemporary of Rawandi, for he v/rote about 875* Prom 
the retorts flung back at him about a quartdr of his two hun­
dred questions can be ascertained. He is accused of following 
the Zoroastrians. Sa%.dia says that he inclined to believe in 
the Trinity.
There is a striking similarity between Ijlwl's assertions 
and the biblical criticism of the Pehlevi book Shikand, proba­
bly due to their common derivation from older sources. Criti­
cism of the Bible by pagan classical authors was taken over
by Christian sectarians, especially those tainted by Gnosis,
of evil
to discredit the Old Testament and its demiurgos of this world/
and pollution. Marcionites spread these views further East
now
and passed them on to Manichaeans. This mixture was/marshalled 
by §IwI against the Jewish beliefs. This accounts also for 
the fact that he is accused of both Zoroastrian and Christian 
leanings.
Hlwl’s queries concerned God and His attributes, creation, 
ritual, miracles and biblical stories. Why did God ask Adam 
where he was (Gen. 111.9 ), and Cain where his brother was 
(Gen.IV.9)* if He is omniscient? In Gen.VI. 6 it says: "And 
it repented the LORD that he had made man on the earth." Surely 
He had known beforehand what would happen. Why was Israel 
chosen, and what was the use of rearing Ismael? What about 
the other peoples: left to other deities? One cannot under­
stand the reason for the offering to God of meat and bread and
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wine. Why should. G-od have tempted. Abraham? Is there any 
sense at all in the "red. heifer11 and the scapegoat? Why is 
Israel in abject slavery?
On miracles: The word keren does not mean radiant, hut 
Moses’ face was dry like a horn when he descended from Sinai, 
as the result of his long fast. Manna is a natural product 
known under such and such names. (And apparently also the 
crossing of the Bed Sea was susceptible of a rational explana­
tion. )
Contradictions are found in the list of Hiram's ancestors 
(I. Kings VII. 13-14, with II.Chronicles 11.14); and also in 
the two oaths, the one promising Palestine to the children of 
the Patriarchs; the other asserting that they would never 
enter the land (Numbers XIV.23). The story of Lot is objec­
tionable .
Hlwl made a great impression on his contemporaries, and 
may have tried to play the part of a reformer. Again, his 
writings were but the extreme expression of certain tendencies 
of the period. A tenth century Geniza tract turns against 
those Jews connected with the Murtazila who try to steer a 
middle course between Islam and Christianity. A collection 
of biblical queries about the Bible has been found; but its 
purpose is not known. R. Hai (d. IO3 8) says that he does not 
follow the example of those who, like Samuel b. gofni (d.1034), 
believe only in the strictly scriptural miracles of prophets
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but not in the miraculous deeds of saintly men, nor even in 
the reality of the performance of the witch of En Dor. Such 
rationalism he recognises as “being the result of extensive 
reading of secular “books.
Post-biblical Jewish institutions were subjected to the 
criticism of Jewish sectarians, especially the Karaites. The 
point at issue was always the same; and it was raised anew 
under the influence of similar problems in Muslim circles.
The issue was tajslm, anthropomorphism, and its consequences 
in religious life and teaching.
Kirkisani ( 937) knows that the method which tried to
remove the difficulties by discovering hidden meanings in the 
passages under review - meanings which made them spiritual and 
allegorical, and removed all doubts - was of ancient origin.
This old method was now revived under the new Arabic names 
batiniya and ta'wil. Others even went so far as to criticise 
the traditional texts. The old Logos doctrine lurks behind 
the idea put forward by some, such as the Karaite teacher, 
Benjamin Nahawandi, that all biblical passages about God - 
His revelation to human beings; His talking, acting, etc. - 
refer to God1 s angels acting on His authority as His go-betweens 
amongst men.
Another point was the attitude of the Karaites towards 
the Islamic world. A middle way was sought. Some accepted
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Jesus as a great prophet, higher in rank even than all the 
others. There were also Karaites who maintained that Jesus 
had been only a holy man (min auliya* allah) but not a prophet, 
and that he had not claimed to be one. The gospel was not a 
revealed book, but rather a piece of biography. The Jews, 
they said, incited by the Eabbanites, had murdered him, and 
had certainly been in the wrong; but that was their way with 
all opponents. (Wahada sablluhum fi kull man arad al-khilaf 
alayhim. )
The Koran, too, was accepted. True, it was not for the 
Jews, who already had their own scriptures, but it would 
serve for the Arabs and others. The Koran and its interpre­
tations should be studied. God sent Muhammad to the Arabs.
Let every community go its own way, and serve God according 
to its own teachings. (It is well known that minor sects, 
especially the *lsawlya, held similar views.)
An early record of Karaite polemics is contained in some 
Geniza fragments of the ninth century which may have come 
from a k. al fada’ilgi of Ibn Sakawayh.
Here the arguments against Rabbanism run on two lines.
1.) Its claim to be a continuation of prophecy and
revelation is nonsensical; for the simple reason that 
the Rabbanites differ amongst themselves on every 
question. But two or more contradictory opinions on I 
a subject cannot be of divine origin. That would be I
absurd. Examples of such differences are mentioned.
And even so the Rabbanites have recourse to their 
ingenuity (min tarik al istidlal), not to their tradi­
tion (nakl).
2.) Par more serious is the accusation that the Rabban- 
ite idea of God is gross anthropomorphism. The Rab­
banites do not hesitate to give the most shocking 
descriptions of God’s limbs, in the writings called 
Shi'ur komah and O£iyot. In these, God is described 
as wailing, mourning, praying, talking to R. Ismael or 
to the righteous in Eden.
The critic quotes from a collection of queries whose 
quthor he mentions by name. Thus not merely the rank and file, 
but the great ones amongst the Rabbanites stand indicted.
At about this time, a Christian author of the West already
knew something of this material. About 824-8,Agobard, Bishop 
of Lyons, fulminating against the Jews, referred to Jewish 
superstitions and their unworthy ideas about God. He drew 
upon older Christian sources in Greek, and also claimed to 
have had Jewish informants.
It has been suggested more than once that Karaites sup­
plied the material for the Muslim critics of the Talmud. This
does not seem at all unlikely, seeing that the great confusion 
existing among the Karaites weakened their resistance to the 
Muslim environment, and paved the way for the conversion of a
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good many of them to Islam. On the other hand, the use of the 
same material in the West, where probably there were no Kara­
ites in the first half of the ninth century, and the use of 
Greek sources, must make us cautious in saying that Karaites 
were the source of the belief that Jews were anthropomorphists. 
Even this material may have trickled in to the Muslims through 
Christian channels. It is difficult to see, however, how the 
Karaites could have failed to contribute to the stock of Muslim 
information.
We find those accusations of anthropomorphism in full 
spate about 935* ^hen Salmon b. Yeruhim wrote his "Book of the 
Wars of the Lord", in which the relevant haggadas were relent­
lessly exposed in Hebrew rhymes.
The earliest instance of these matters being brought 
before a Muslim audience appears to be in a disputation which, 
it is alleged, took place at the court of Ibn Tulun (868-88J). 
Mas'udi (d. 345/958) tells of a monk who had attended many 
gatherings where religious problems were discussed. Involved 
in a discussion and hearing that his opponent was a Jew, the 
monk exclaimed: "Oh, a majusl, then!" Asked what he meant, he 
Explained that the Jews resembled the majus in that they some­
times permitted marriages with daughters. Thus: If a Jew 
married to his niece, i.e., the daughter of his brother, died, 
that brother is entitled by the Levirate law to marry the wido1
that is, his own daughter. In vain the Jew denied the allega­
tion. Enquiry was made, and it was discovered that such a 
case had actually occurred - that of the Jewish physician 
himself. . .
The monk then attacked the Bible. He laid stress on the 
anthropomorphic passages, beginning with: "In the image of 
God" (Gen. 1.27); God’s white hair and beard (Daniel VII.9); 
God as a devouring fire (Deuteronomy IV.24). Improper stories 
are found in the Bible: Lot and his daughters; Aaron’s part in 
the making of the golden calf. .And not only in the Bible.
(The account, however, draws no distinction between biblical 
and non-biblical sources.) On the Day of Atonement, the Jews 
pray to the "little Lord", ar-rabb a§-saghlr, whom they call 
Me patron, who will tear his hair and wail: "Woe unto me that
I destroyed my house and orphaned my daughter! My shoulders 
are bowed. I shall not raise them until I have rebuilt my 
house." The Jews have many fables and confusions of the same 
kind, as well as contradictions in their scriptures.
The monk went on to attack not only texts but the logic 
of Jewish arguments. The Jews, he averred, are opposed to 
rational thinking in that they insist on the immutability of 
the Law, and deny naskh, abrogation. They insist that Hoses 
was the prophet, which is illogical. They believe in Moses 
because he offered some proof of his mission. If another 
prophet does the same, why should not he be accepted likewise?
This account is peculiar in that a Christian is made to 
attack the Scriptures. True, Mas'udi adds that he learned 
that the monk maintained the equal tenability of all creeds, 
takafu* al-madhab (later: t. al-adilla), which indicates a 
rationalist attitude.
IV. THE TENTH CENTURY.
By the beginning of the tenth century Muslim literature 
presents a certain accumulation of material bearing on the 
history, scriptures and beliefs of the Jews; that the sources 
of this material are varied (Jewish and Christian converts, 
Christian tracts, queries of sceptics and rationalists, theo­
logical and historical inquiry, mutual calumnies of Rabbanites 
and sectarians, etc.); and that the polemic is already well 
under way.
If we turn to the Arabic sources of Jewish origin, we 
find copious evidence of the discussions, and of the arguments 
used. It is of considerable interest that Jewish authors are 
already busy compiling whole series of refutations and apolo­
getics to counter the attacks of Muslims and quasi-Muslims, or 
even Jewish sceptics whilst the Muslim texts do not pay much 
attention to the subject. Two mtafcaM&Bg works of this kind 
are outstanding. One is Sa*adia!s Kitab al-Amanat wa-al- 
I'tikadat, written in 9331 'tiie other, Kirkisani’s Kitab al- 
Anwar wa-al-Marakib, written in 937 •
Both tell of great intellectual struggle. The Jews are 
forced to fight back under the pressure of the attacks of the 
Muslims. It was felt that though there was some opposition to 
speculation, kalam, nothing was to be gained by shiAhkiggi;from
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the conflict. Replies must "be made, and in the very terms 
us&d “by the sceptics themselves, to refute the attacks.
But while Kirkisani plainly refers to his adversaries and 
explicitly attacks Islam, Sa*adia, more reticent, confines 
himself to pointing out the purpose of his work, without 
actually naming those he refutes. The spiritual instability 
of the times - the conflict of ideas and the search for solu­
tions of urgent problems - is characterised by Sa'adia rather 
in abstracto; whilst Kirkisani vividly portrays the people and 
their doubts. Sa'adia writes: "A man will apply himself for 
some time to a certain system (madhab) only to renounce it 
because of some defect he has discovered in it, and he will
then pass on to another system. He is like a man going to a
town without knowing the road leading to it. He marches a 
parasang along the highway, becomes confused, turns back, and 
walks off in another direction.” Kirkisani states that, the 
dissensions are so numerous that it is rare to find two Kara­
ites who are in agreement on all subjects. Sa'adia has "heard
of people who said there was no need for prophets. Reason 
would suffice to show a man what was right and what wrong " 
(referring to Rawandl-Hlwl?). Others could not reconcile them­
selves to the accounts of incidents in the lives of the propheti 
(Moses and the wizards of Egypt; the flight of Jonah; the 
prophets eating, drinking, suffering, dying), and were unsettle 
by them (ma yuwaswisu fl-s-§uduri).
Sa'adia devoted himself mainly to the refutation of the 
charge of anthropomorphism. "God’s image" (Genesis I.) is ex­
plained as a mere figure of speech (tashrlf wa tafdll) which 
hears the same connotation of an honourable mode of address as 
the expression * Ibrahim, the friend of God1 (khalll Allah)
"as interpreted by those to whom I refer my refutations in 
the present volume".
He sees three cardinal points in the Muslim polemic:
1) Anthropomorphism; 2) Abrogation; 3 ) the subjection of the 
Jews. Since the first and second points are connected with 
the Bible, he dwells on numerous passages to explain away the 
difficulties raised, and indicates a fourth point - tahrlf.
But his refutation is not directed against the Muslims them- 
selvds, but rather against those Jews who were affected by 
doubts and spread those doubts within the fold, and were far 
more dangerous precisely because they took over the methods 
of their opponents, whilst applying their own real knowledge 
of the scriptures to the task of discovering the contradic­
tory and confusing statements contained in them.
Sa'adia states, not without a touch of pride, that the 
old Aramaic translators already grasped the passages concerned 
in a spiritual way.
As to abrogation - its supporters argue that creation is 
full of cases in which one thing may be considered as abroga­
ting another: Life versus death; holydays and week-days;
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fasting and good; sight and blindness; rich and poor; variations 
of colours. Muslims say: The Law of Abraham was superseded 
by the Law of Moses. Then why is it not conceivable that the 
latter, in its turn, should have been superseded by another 
Law? Why should Moses and his Law be exalted so highly? If 
it is because he showed proofs of his mission and performed 
miracles, then let us consider whether others cannot claim to 
be able to do likewise. Prophecy is proved by miracle. Some 
try to maintain that abrogation was predicted in the Bible.
In Deuteronomy XXXIII.2, the references to Sinai, Seir and 
Paran are interpreted as bearing directly on the successive 
phases of revelation, Paran being the name of Mecca. Other 
arguments are put forward in favour of abrogation, based on 
deductions from the texts. Thus, marriage with a sister was 
evidently permitted at first, although forbidden later; Cain 
was not killed, although the Law required later blood for 
blood; the people offered up sacrifices, but this right was 
later confined to the priests, the family of Aaron; the sacri­
fice of Isaac by Abraham was first commanded, and the command 
was afterwards withdrawn; the tabernacle was superseded by the 
Temple, and so on.
Kirkisani knows the Koran and $adit well, and draws a 
distinction between the beliefs of the masses and those of the
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theologians. The subjects he deals with are naskh, predic­
tions (arlam) of Muhammad, his miracles, and especially the 
miracle of the Koran.
But first of all, he derides the notion that proof can 
be adduced from the scriptures on any question, if they are 
forged.
On predictions: It is nonsense to say that the texts
foretell Muhammad. But Muslims say that the Jews lie. The 
following quotation shows that the whole range of arguments 
on taljrif was evolved and developed by his time. If his asser­
tion that the great Mu'tazilites al- ‘ Allaf and an-Nazzam occu­
pied themselves with the subjects is true, it is an interesting 
sidelight on their pursuits.
"Modern Moslem theologians assert that even in the case 
of Moses they believe in his prophecy solely on the basis of 
the statements of Muhammad, and not at all on the basis of 
the Jewish and Christian tradition. This, however, is in 
contradiction to the opinion of their older theologians, such 
as Abu-l-Hudayl al-*Allaf and Ibrahim al-Nazgam, and others.
Two reasons forced the modernists to seek refuge in this 
theory. First, their reluctance to dispute with the Jews, 
who insist that if Moslem theologians admit that the Jewish 
traditions ought to be studied and may be adduced as authority 
in argument, they must likewise admit that the Jewish traditioj 
about the perpetuity of the Torah is also true, thus conceding
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that the statement of Muhammad - in this respect - is false. 
Secondly, Muhammad asserted that he is mentioned in the Torah, 
and that Moses foretold his coming; we all assert, however, 
that this is not true, since we do not find it in the Torah. 
This forces them to deny the fact that Muhammad himself recog­
nises (the holiness and authority of) the Torah, since he calls 
it and its people, the Jews, to witness on his hehalf in more 
than one place in his "book. . . . They even say: 'The Torah 
whiah you possess is not genuine, original Torah, and the man 
Moses in whom you “believe is not the same man as the one in 
whom we believe.' When we ask them: 'Why do you think so?', 
they answer: 'Because the true prophet Moses is the one who 
foretold (the advent of) Muhammad, and the true Torah is the
one in which this is written...... As soon as you say that in
the Torah which you possess this (the advent of Muhammad) is 
not written, and the man Moses in whom you Believe has not 
foretold it, we learn that this Moses and this Torah are not 
the (true) ones.' Yet in this way they contradict, as we have 
shown above, their own principles, and make Muhammad out a 
liar, inasmuch as he declared this Torah to be true, and 
called its people to witness in his behalf in many places (of 
the Koran). In addition to that they reject the evidence of 
the Jewish tradition.”
Kirkisani states that many Muslims reject the Bible as a 
whole. That is the practice of the vulgar amongst the Muslims
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(Kaul al-'a wamm). The learned, however, refuse to counten­
ance this attitude. They declare that the wholesale rejection 
of evidence and tradition held "by great numbers of people 
from East to West would undermine the belief in knowledge and 
tradition as such (Yajib min hada an laisa fl-l-'alam khabar 
§ahl£). And if once these were undermined, the prophecies and 
commandments would ultimately fall into abeyance, and cease 
to be handed down from generation to generation. Instead the 
learned put forward two other arguments: 1) The genuine
Torah had been feurned by Nebuchadnezzar, and the version now 
used by the Jews is merely a later compilation; 2) Muhammad 
is referred to in the Torah by allusions (ramz) which must be 
understood and interpreted correctly (ta’wll wa-istikhraj); 
but the Jews distort the allusions by false interpretation.
Miracles, especially the inimitability of the Koran, were 
further issues in the polemic. But this i'jaz al-^ur*an is a 
strange miracle. Arabs alone are capable of appreciating it; 
and few aven amongst them, it would seem, are able to appre­
ciate it at its true worth. The assertion that nobody could 
withstand Muhammad is wrong. He met with much opposition; 
and imitations and different versions of the Koran had existed, 
which the victorious Muslims had taken care to hunt out and 
bum. It was not prophecy nor the Koran which had been vic­
torious, but the sword (fa-raja*al-amr ila-s-sayf).
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In two major works of the tenth century - the Fihrist and 
the "Chronology" of BirunI - there is some information about 
Jews; and we learn from them of the standard of knowledge on 
the subject at that time.
The Fihrist tells of a translation of the Bible by Ajmad 
b.'Abd Allah b. Salam; but the translator stated that there 
had been 124,000 prophets, 104 revelations, 21 §ahlfa of 
m a h , 10 of Abraham, etc. - all this as biblical matter. A 
respected Jew had informed the author of the Fihrist that 
"Musa wrote a book called the Mishna in Hebrew and Aramaic". 
Sa'adia is mentioned, but not his translation.
BirunI cites his authorities from whom he received some 
information on Jewish history and calendar calculations. 
Fragments on Jewish sects are thrown in (reproduced by 
Ma^ rlzl), and the different versions of the Bible are men­
tioned. The words "haster astir" (I will surely hide), 
Deuteronomy XXXI. 18, are taken by some to allude to the year 
1J35 bhe Seleucid era, and to the rule of Islam at that 
time. But BirunI gives no credence to these views, and he 
is also opposed to playing with the numerical values of words, 
which can be made to prove anything, and therefore j>rove 
nothing. Clear indications of the advent of the new prophet 
are to be found only in such passages as Deuteronomy XVIII. 18.
BirunI wants to destroy the illusion of the Jews who 
cling to the notion that, in accordance with Genesis XLIX.10,
the sceptre has not yet departed from Judah. He proves that 
the exilarch has no temporal power.
V. SPAIN. IBN HAZM.
The West now steps in with a fundamental work on the 
subject, which in Spain in the first half of the Xlth century, 
was a matter not merely of theoretical hut of considerable 
social and political interest; and some echoes of it have 
been preserved in both verse and prose.
In some of the small states of the Muluk a'f-'fawaif,
Jews rose to high positions in commerce, in industry, and 
even in the government. It was not a few individual Jews 
that rose to high office, but rather a case of the bulk of the 
Jews having reached a high standard in the social and intel­
lectual spheres; and this was the more conspicuous because 
the Jews were concentrated in masses; a town like Lucena was 
preponderantly Jewish.
Samuel b. Nagdela became the virtual head of the govern­
ment and the army of Granada, after winning a civil war on 
behalf of the claimant he supported.
Very soon ”Jewish domination” became a party cry in 
civil strife and an excuse for venting grievances. A massacre 
broke out in 1066, many years after Samuel’s death, but his 
son and successor Joseph was one of the victims.
In the campaign of hate, it would seem literature played
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its part. Makkari says that in Andalus even children and 
Jews were courteous and polite. But that did not prevent 
poets from calling the Jews "apes" or "swine", although the 
latter epithet was, for the most part, applied to Christians.
One of these poets was Abu Ishak Ibrahim b. Mas'ud al- 
Tujlbi al-Elbirl (of Elvira, about 459 H). His poem is said 
to have precipitated the outbreak of the ginhaja against the 
Jewish rule. His motives are not known. In any case, he can 
scarcely have been the first poet to carry on an agitation 
against the rule of the Hagdelas. Rumours were spread that 
they were plotting to establish a kingdom of their own. In 
such an atmosphere it was easy to inflame the passions of the 
masses. Elblrl’s abrupt lines were calculated to whip into a 
frenzy emotions already running high, and coming as they did 
at what seems to have been the right moment, they proved suc­
cessful.
Pour major themes are found in the poem.
1. The prince is responsible (rahin). He alone lifted 
up the unbeliever (minna yakumu-l-mu*ln-% As a Muslim he 
ought to end the disgrace. Jews must live in humiliation 
(asfal as-safilln).
2. The present position is intolerable. Allah himself 
urged the Muslims to refrain from befriending these unbelievers
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They are, too, of low race (hijna). That is why they are 
everywhere treated like dogs. They are sure to destroy 
whatever Muslims build up. The earth trembles because of the 
unheard-of horror, and God’s punishment is as like to fall 
upon us as upon them.
The pride of the Jewish minister. His house is 
luxuriously appointed, laid out in marble tiles (rakh khama), 
etc. He keeps the Muslims standing waiting on his doorstep.
But the poet does not devote much space to the personality 
or way of living of IJagdela. His hate is far more comprehen­
sive.
4. The ’domination”, the sway the Jews as a body have over 
the country.
He says that the Jews have at last got all they wanted. 
They have divided up the whole state - the capital and the 
provinces - amongst themselves. One comes across members of 
the accursed race everywhere. They have grabbed the state 
revenues. They devour everything they can lay their hands on. 
You need only use your eyes; you need only compare their 
luxury with your poverty, their fine clothes with your tatters, 
their sumptuous table with your dirham meals. They ride about 
proudly, and treat the Muslims and their nobles, and devotees 
with arrogance. State secrets are in their keeping. .Animals 
are slaughtered in the market-places for their households,
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whilst Muslims have to he satisfied with the ”itrlf” the 
Jews throw away as unclean. No wonder these infidels dare 
even to avow their contempt for the Muslim faith. Their 
prayers rise higher than those of the believers.
The Ihalja of Ibn al-Khatlb, in which this poem has been 
preserved, refers to Nagdela’s bold attacks on Islam and the 
Koran, and mentions a refutation by Ibn-gazm. This refers 
to Samuel Nagdela. He started controversies of the kind 
referred to, and we have Ibn-Hazm’s ( d . 456/ 1064)  own accounts 
of them. The famous Zahiri doctor tells of his contacts with 
Samuel in two works: a) a pamphlet of refutation, probably
that referred to in the Ihafa; and b) his al-Fi§al fl-l-milal
Ibn Hazm had done his best to hasten the collapse of the 
”Jewish domination”. Indeed, his short, violent treatise is 
very like the poem of Elblri. It consists of eight chapters 
and an epilogue. But far more instructive than the theologi­
cal material are the outspoken admonition to the Ziri King of 
Granada, and the attacks on the Jews in general and on Samuel 
in particular. Each chapter reproduces an objection made by 
Samuel to the Koran, followed by insulting remarks and re­
joinders to Samuel’s objections; and lastly, a counterblast 
proving that the Bible contains passages fax more gross, far 
more damning than those Koranic verses to which Samuel had 
raised objections.
110 God, we complain to Thee. The people of the kingdoms 
of our faith have become so absorbed in worldly affairs that 
they neglect the observance of their religion. They build 
castles; they will soon abandon them. But their faith, which 
accompanies them in this world and in their eternal abode, 
they do not cultivate. They are absorbed in piling up riches, 
sometimes with results fatal to their own lives, and helpful 
to their enemies - to an extent that prevents them from defend­
ing their faith, although it is the faith which gives them 
strength in their earthly life, and can secure to them life 
eternal. Now weaklings and tributaries take advantage of the 
opportunity thus afforded them, and infidels wag their tongues. 
The great ones should consider the situation for their own 
sakes. . .
". . .A man who was filled with hatred towards the 
Apostle - a man who is, in secret, a materialist, a free­
thinker, a Jew - of that most contemptible of religions, the 
most vile of faiths . . . loosened his tongue . . . and became 
conceited in his vile soul, as a result of his wealth. His 
riches, his gold and his silver, robbed him of his poor senses; 
so he compiled a book in which he me$nt to demonstrate the 
contradictions in the Word of God, the Koran . . . When I came 
to know of the affair, of the work of that accursed creature,
I did not cease searching until I had found that filthy book, 
so that I might refute it, with the competence, insight, clarity
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and knowledge God had bestowed upon me...... I was fortunate,
and obtained a manuscript containing a refutation written by 
a Muslim. So I copied out the passages that polemist had 
reproduced from the work of that ignominious ignoramus. I 
proceeded at once, with God’s help, to refute his evil thoughts 
By God, his argumentation proves how poor is his knowledge, 
how narrow his mind, about which I already knew something.
For I used to know him when he was still naked except for a 
few tatters, always in sorrow, empty except for calumny.”
Towards the end there is a stab at the ruler.
"It is my firm hope that God will treat those who befriend 
the Jews and take them into their confidence as He treated the 
Jews themselves. . . . For whosoever amongst Muslim princes 
has listened to all this and still continues to befriend the 
Jews, holding intercourse with them, well deserves to be over­
taken by the same humiliation, and to suffer in this world the 
griefs which God has meted out to the Jews, apart from their 
chastisement in the next world. Whosoever acts in this manner 
will be recompensed by suffering along with the Jews themselves 
according to God’s threats against them in their Torah, in the 
Fifth Book (Deuteronomy XXVI11.15-58, quoted in full). . . ,
On their own evidence, this is God’s message, and the chastise­
ment He has apportioned them . . . Then let any prince upon who] 
God has bestowed some of His bounty take heed . . . Let him get 
away from this filthy, stinking, dirty crew beset with God’s
anger and malediction, with humiliation and wretchedness, 
misfortune, filth and dirt, as no other people has ever been. 
Let him know that the garments in which God has enwrapped them 
are more obnoxious than war, and more contagious than elephan­
tiasis. May God keep us from rebelling against Him and His 
decision, from honouring those whom He has humiliated, by 
raising up those whom He has cast down. ..."
The words of MutahabbI may be applied to Ibn Kagdela:
"If you act nobly towards a noble maa, you attach him to
you;
But if you act nobly towards a vile man, he revolts.
To greatness, generosity in place of the sword is as
harmful
As the use of the sword in the place of generosity."
The arguments of the Jew are futile, his reasoning poor, 
etc. And this is the chief (ramid) of the Jews, their great 
man, their scholar! If only he at least knew Arabic! He 
asks why the Koran ascribes healing-power to honey (XVI.71) 
since those who are fevered, or whose bile is inflamed are 
made worse by honey. Does God say that all diseases are cured 
by honey? Hot at all. The text says very clearly: Some people 
Such a statement is true. But how dare he talk in this way, 
when a biblical prophet (II. Kings XX.7) performed cures with 
honey; and in that hotch-potch (ikhtilat) which they call the 
Torah, the highest praise given to Palestine is that it flows
with honey and milk?
But there is nothing to wonder at in all this. The Jews 
are the most terrible liars. Their scriptures are full of the
most extravagant statements. They were promised a land of
their own, but they find themselves under the Muslim yoke.
Their exilarchs are bastards, and so were their kings and 
Moses; for they were begotten in marriages unlawful under their 
own law. They entertain degraded conceptions of the Deity, 
and so on.
Thus Ibn Hazm - for the first and last time in this 
polemic - raises the question of the employment of Jewish of­
ficials by a Muslim government.
In Ei§al he dwells more than once on his Jewish contacts; 
but he always confines himself to theology, and never encroaches 
on politics. Even in the brochure against Samuel, the political 
passages are merely a framework for theological argumentation.
Our author is outspoken about his aversion to Jews in
general. He imputes to them every detestable quality. Des­
cribing how the birthright was filched by Jacob from Esau, he 
exclaims: "By my life, that is just the Jewish way! With but 
rare exceptions, you will find that they are all contemptible 
tricksters" (r}8 .*.). Jews are "as a rule, the greatest liars 
on earth; they and their ancestors along with them. Although I 
have met a large number of them, I have found only two who are
* Unless otherwise stated, the references are to volume I.
really intent on the truth." This, says Ibn §azm, explains 
why they are so ready to believe nonsensical stories themselves. 
Dirty, vile, filthy, stinking, are epithets he frequently em­
ploys against the Jews (154,156). What revolts him most of 
all is their claim to superiority, the superior airs they give 
themselves.
In A.H. 404 he had a discussion with Samuel on the theme: 
"The sceptre shall not depart from Judah" (Gen.XLIX.10).
Samuel pointed to the exilarchs as bearing out the truth of the 
verse. To which he replied: "But that is not so; for the 
exilarch cannot compel anyone, be he Jew or non-Jew, to carry 
out his orders; therefore his office is merely a title without 
any power. There is no leadership, no sceptre in the hands of 
the exilarch." Indeed, for centuries there were no Davidic 
exilarchs at all; the priests of the house of Aaron headed the 
people. The Davidic exilarchate is a recent institution (152-J, 
The Jews console themselves with absurd delusions. Accepting 
Jacob’s benediction, they believe that other peoples will one 
day serve them. It is certain, however, that they have been 
living for centuries in utter humiliation, serving others.
But "to live on delusions is good enough only for fools". Even 
Esau has ruled over them (1J8-9).
Even in their lying, they show what fools they are; for 
they contradict themselves over and over again. Indeed, in 
their lies they disclose their own shame. What a people! What
a lineage! Abraham married his own sister, Sarah. Samuel 
tries to explain this away by saying that in Hebrew the word 
"sister" might be taken to mean "relative". But he was proved 
wrong by his own text, which indicated clearly that Sarah had 
been a sister on the paternal side (135)* Hazm goes on to
say that Isaac was a thief; Jacob married Leah in error; and 
Moses himself was descended from such a union! Beuben forni­
cated with his father's wife, Judah with his son's wife. And 
from such a union were descended David and Solomon! (He makes 
a slip: Joshua fornicates with Rahab.) Amram married his 
aunt, which was against the law; and she bore him a son,
Moses. David commits a crime against Uriah and his wife. His 
son Absalom defiles his father's wives. Solomon's wives 
bring their idols along with them (147-8).
Ibn Hazm mentions many more such matters, all of them 
closely related to those in the above-mentioned pamphlet; 
cites the texts of passages in his detailed analysis of biblio- 
al records; and further stresses the urgency of retorting to 
Jewish counter-arguments as to parallel difficulties in the 
Koran.
a ) God and Moses (Exodus XXIV.). In the Koran the
parallels to this chapter are mere figures of speech 
(l6l). Moses, doubting, asks where so large a quantity 
of meat is to be obtained. In the Koran (XIX. 7-11) in 
a similar passage, there is no implication of doubt 
(182). Again, God is called a devouring fire. But
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the Koran (XXIV.25) calls Him nur and mi§baJ£. Yes; 
because 1) nur is one of the asma*; and 2) nur 
is the equivalent of huda (1 6 0). 
b ) The veracity of the reports of the multiplication 
of the Jews in Egypt 7/as another matter discussed 
with Jews (174).
Jacob married two sisters. Jews use subterfuge: 
before Moses there was no Law. This is wrong: Noah
was forbidden to touch the blood of meat, which prohi- 
bit ion was a law.
But discussions are nauseating; for Ibn Hazm's opponents 
are in the habit of explaining away even the most self-evident 
nonsense and contradictions (208). Joshua (Joshua V.) had to 
enjoin circumcision, and this proves that Moses did not carry 
out the practice; that is, he disobeyed a basic command. To 
this, his opponent replies that the contravention ^as excusable 
during the years of wandering in the desert. That is not true. 
On the contrary, Joshua had much more difficult conditions to 
cope with - endless wars; whilst under Moses the Jews spent 
long periods in the same places (205). So deeply rooted in 
the Jewish nature is the habit of explaining things away to 
their own satisfaction that they declare that a book like the 
Canticles, which is in truth no more than a hotch-potch of 
eroticism, also belongs to their holy scriptures. Or if the 
notion occurs to them, they will try to extricate themselves
from the difficulty involved by asserting that in Canticles 
they find allegorical references to alchemy (208).
One asks oneself why the Jews are so obdurate; and one can 
catch a glimpse of the answer when one hears their views about 
Jesus and Muhammad. Many enlightened Jews incline to the 
belief that they, too, were prophets. Indeed, Josephus himself 
seems to indicate that idea (99)- But their adherence to their 
forefathers; their partisanship (‘asablya); their desire to 
continue to hold the exalted positions into which they have 
worked their way - it is these things which keep them from 
seeing the truth (116). That is how the Jewish notables appear 
in the eyes of Ibn Ilazm. He is also baffled by the inexplicable 
way in which glaring falsehood and obvious nonsense have kept 
people’s minds enchanted and enchained for centuries (178-9). 
"But everyone who knows them (the Jews) recognises that they 
are the filthiest people, a villainous breed, false, mean and 
cowardly (202). They are undoubtedly worse than the Christians, 
the latter being in fact their foolish victims (209 **•).
The chapters against the beliefs of Jews and Christians 
in the Fi§al form part of a larger whole. Having refuted the 
ideas of those who seek for a purely rational truth, without 
religious dogma (94-98); and of those who are sceptical, not 
about the existence of G-od, but about the messengers of the 
Godhead, i.e., the prophets (98-116), Ibn §azm turns his attack
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on those who do not believe in the true prophet. He sets 
about analysing Jewish lore(116-224 and some notes in vol. II. 
where, 1-81 the Christians are taken to task). By this method 
of elimination, he at last reaches the stage when he can devote 
himself to an exposition of the doctrines of the only ”saving 
group” - his own. Apparently, he incorporated into the Fi§al 
an earlier work against the ”peopJ.e of the book”.
Ibn IJazm shows that the Jewish scriptures are all wrong; 
how those scriptures arose, and became the canon of ”sacred 
writings”; what attitude Muslims should adopt towards them 
(203-4); after which he gives some notes on other books of the 
Old Testament (204-217); and against the Talmudic legends and 
rites (217-224).
This is a work on texts. The author has in mind a people 
as the upholders of a religion (milla). To refute that religior 
it is necessary to disprove its sacred writings: first the Old 
Testament, but more especially the Pentateuch. The author 
quotes extensively from the latter, and brings forward a good 
deal of matter from the historical writings. But he has little 
to say about the prophetic books and the Jjagtographa; he deals 
with them in haphazard fasMnn, in an appendix, as though this 
part of his work were a mere afterthought. As to that other 
body of Jewish lore, the post-biblical,he clearly thought little 
of it, and he reduced his comments to a few pages in a final 
appendix. We can thus see that his main task was to refute the
Pentateuch and the traditions of the Jews.
In addition to the Bible, Ibn Hazm had read Yosippon.
He must have used an older source for his notes on the Jewish 
sects (98 f. ).
Ibn Hazm likes to bring forward a quotation, to analyse 
it, to demonstrate its bearing on his subject, discussing, for 
example, if it is a case of tahrif or tashbiji: and in this 
way to produce a series of sub-chapters. At the very outset 
he tells the reader that he will not make use of those texts 
whose difficulties his opponents might explain away (117).
And, indeed, he keeps his word, in two p^ gnes, at any rate 
(144 & 151)# and. once he admits to being unsure about the 
version (121). He mentions several passages, but withdraws 
his attack upon them, because they are ambiguous.
He is still under the influence of his oral disputations 
(cf. 142, 1.7)* and is expecting retorts which he is quick to 
refute in advance. Indeed, the oral discussions are frequently 
mentioned. He feels, too, that he has not only to attack the 
Jews, but also to refute their arguments against the Koran
(119,129,142,147).
In his predilection for figures he bears a resemblance to 
Sa'adia. They seem to be a passion with him. It is as if the 
figures were to him the surest part of his biblical knowledge. 
They enable him to dispense with translation, and rely on mere 
logic. He fills page after page with computations about the
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ages of Noah, Moses, the kings, etc., and certainly displays 
much astuteness in that direction. Now and again, he gives 
vent to his "bitter detestation of the villain who inserted the 
wrong figures; a rascal with no knowledge of mathematics, who 
made a laughing-stock of "bihle-readers (128).
An analysis of the Pentateuch reveals in that book:-
1) Contradictions (121,151 f., 158, 160 f.,170);
2) Illogical statements (155*144*3-56,172 f.,184);
5) Strange statements (129,151*146,154,165,181,186);
4) Wrong calculations (121,122,124,165,179*185,190);
5) False statements: a) Geographical (118,128);
"b) Historical (156,158 ,152 f.);
6) Inappropriate statements about God and His prophets
(121,155,155,157,140,145,145-8,167 f.,185,185);
7) Anthropomorphisms (118,150-2,155,160-1,1 6 4 f., 199-
201).
In the other "books of the Old Testament he finds still 
more flaws to add to his collection (204 seq.). "Judaism 
strongly tends towards materialism. In the Torah there is no 
mention whatever of ressurrection, nor of rewards after death, 
which not only shows that the Jews are materialists "beyond a 
doubt, "but that they have combined materialism with polytheism, 
anthropomorphism, and with every silliness in the world1 (207).
Another fault in the biblical reports is that that
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essential proof of the prophetic mission - the miracle - is 
absent. Moses was successfully imitated by the magicians of 
Pharaoh. This is either true or it is not. If that were 
true, Moses could not be a prophet. There would be no 
criterion by which one might distinguish between a prophet 
and a magician (107,154). Revelation can be judged only by 
miracles (108). As against this, Islam has in the Koran the 
indubitable, permanent miracle (1 05). It Is not merely a 
rhetorical marvel. Thousands of people, Arabian Jews amongst 
them, were challenged to produce something like it; and "God 
prevented the people from producing anything like it" (106).
Obviously, a book which is one mass of contradictions, 
illogical statements, and nonsense, cannot be relied upon. A 
book full of anthropomorphism, inappropriate and even obscene 
statements about God and the prophets, cannot be accepted as 
of divine origin. Therefore, the Bible must be repudiated by 
eveiky pious man.
But the Jews claim that it is authentic, reliable and 
sacred. They refer to their tradition. That is worth little, 
if anything. As to the texts - the versions differ from one 
another (II.7-10). Their forefathers were unbelievers (1.209; 
11.82). The traditions of a people who are such liars and 
have produced such shameless forgeries are of no value. The 
chain of their tradition was broken many times in their 
history, not only by invaders, but by the Jewish kings. The
Torah, was never disseminated amongst the people; only the 
priests knew it (187). The priests were not better than the 
rest of the people (199). Between Moses and Saul, there were 
no less than seven apostasies (189). Nebuchadnezzar crushed 
the priests (193)- The prophets were always despised end 
persecuted. The Northern Kingdom was a hot-bed of idolatry
(193-5).
Then, what could the people have known of this Torah?
Only Deuteronomy XXXII. But even this is full of anthropomor­
phism, and is therefore a forgery (199-201). That is why it 
was easy to deceive the people, and to impose the forged book 
on them.
The Torah was written during the period of the Second 
Temple, when priests ruled the land. At that time they had 
synagogues and offered prayers everywhere throughout the coun­
try, not only in Jerusalem, which again was contrary to the 
Law (117.197).
The oldest Jewish tradition goes back no farther than 
the days of Hillel and Shamai, Simeon and Mar Akiba. The only 
law which is older is that of the levirate (11.85). The Muslim 
tradition Ct1.81 seq.) is closer to us; everything in it can be 
traced back in detail, and verified by a mass of trustworthy 
witnesses whose references are to the one and only text (1 1 5). 
Indeed, in Islam the tradition goes back to divinely inspired 
evidence; whilst the Jews cannot bring evidence from anybody in
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contact with a prophet (II.7 ff.,II.84). ft
It is obvious that the forger must have been a most un­
scrupulous atheist (123). Ezra compiled the Torah 40 years 
after the return from Babylon, that is 110 years after the 
destruction of Jerusalem (187,198)*
The Muslims should recognise that there had been revela­
tions to the Jews and their prophets, but that the records 
were altered and mixed up with forgeries; so that no evidence 
which has been drawn from Jewish sources can be valid. The 
knowledge which Muslims have of those revelations has come 
from Muhammad and the Koran. The true Torah also contained 
prophecies about the advent of Muhammad. A Muslim believes 
in the prophecies of galiljL and Hud, and does not care if the 
Jew denies them in his book.
Ibn Hazm sets forth an analysis of passages of the Koran 
and hadlt referring to the Torah, and triumphantly proceeds to 
demonstrate how accurately they square with his exposition.
He points out, too, that his results are based on the plain 
commonsense that is in the text; he had no need for doctrinal
interpretations (ta’wll).
A Muslim may quote from the true Torah as quoted in the 
Koran; but a Jew or Christian cannot rely on the Torah, nor 
make use of the Koran.
The author had heard that there were Muslims who did not 
take tahrlf seriously, and refused to accept the statement
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that the hihlical texts had been distorted. Such a state of 
mind was the result of ignorance and of the desire to evade 
the inferences from clear passages of the Koran (205,211 seq., 
215). Despite his violent accusations that the Bible is a 
forgery, Ibn Hazm nevertheless inserts a few a'lam. They axe 
the usual ones: Deuteronomy XVIII.18-19, and XXXIII.2 (111), 
and Daniel II. 51 ff (112). Of a strange kind is that referring 
to Psalms LXXII., where he mentions "the wilderness . . .
Sheba", and puts in an addition about "blood-money", and 
(verse 16) "they of the city" - min al-Madina! (207).
Over and over again, Ibn Hazm brings proof to show that 
although the Jews repudiated abrogation, their own scriptures 
contain many passages in support of it. Of many passages he 
says that they are at any rate sufficient to prove the case for 
abrogation.
1 )
The opponents of abrogation fall into two groups: /Those
i
who declare that it is altogether impossible, since abrogation 
would mean change in God; 2) those who regard it as possible 
but deny that it has taken place.
Ibn Hazm argues that every command is given in terms of 
time. For example, life and death; the greatness and the 
humiliation of a nation. An unbeliever merits the punishment 
of death; but from the moment he is converted, it would obvious­
ly be wrong to condemn him (100). He asks with irony: You say
you were given a lew for ever; well, were you not also given a 
country for ever? (109). Accept nasMi and our Prophet; or we 
do not recognise yours (102).
The biblical cancellations of commands include:-
1) The marriage laws: Abraham (135)* Jacob (141);
2) War and peace, etc. : Moses* intervention saves Israel
(1 63); the Gribeonites (101);
3 ) Dietary laws: Abraham* s meal for the angels (1 3 1);
4) The laws of retribution: the end of Achan’s family
(Joshua VII.), as ag&inst purely personal responsi­
bility in Deuteronomy XXIV.16 (204 f.).
Anthropomorphism is brought to the fore inevitably on 
every occasion; particularly in the section against the Talmud, 
Ibn Hazm £suuki« exposes the anthropomorphic concepts of the 
Jews. The Haggadas contain "old wives’ tales" (218). The 
author mentions Shi'ur Koma and Seder Nashim (221).
It is easy to believe that the people who wrote such 
things were capable of bribing St. Paul into seducing the 
Christians into accepting the divinity of Christ, thus divertii« 
them from true monotheism. They sent 'Abdallah b. Saba* on 
the same mission to rAlI, thus inventing baljinlya (221 f.).
Such people are godless. And they are the authorities for the 
Jews*. (219) Some Jews are ashamed of their anthropomorphic 
texts (120, end).
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Ibn Hazm works himself up to fever heat over the legends 
ahout R. Ismael meeting God in mourning after the destruction 
of the Temple (222). The Jews, "that is, the Rahbanites amongst 
them", glorify Metatron, the Little Lord, on the Day of Atone­
ment (225). It is not for nothing that humiliation is the lot 
of the Jews in this world, and that eternal fire will he their 
portion in the next.
The appendix on post-biblical lore was apparently compiled 
from suitable passages supplied to the author. Indeed, it 
looks as though a complete set of excerpts had been supplied to 
him, calculated to provide him with scope for his torrent of 
indignation. Such a set might very well have been provided by 
a Karaite. Ibn Hazm himself mentions Ananites (99) in Toledo 
and Talavera. In his outline, they look quite respectable, 
accepting only what the prophets enjoined, repudiating the 
rabbis and their inventions. Prom the earliest times, compila­
tions of passages suitable for polemics against the Rabbanites 
had been in vogue amongst Karaites. The persecuted Karaism of 
Spain certainly did not refrain from making use of them.
The most typical of these Karaite arguments seems to be, 
not, as is usually suggested, the exposure of the anthropomor­
phic haggadas, but rather the contention that the rabbis, 
although they all claimed to decide their problems under divine 
inspiration, differ from one another.
But if it seems reasonable to assume that one appendix
was built on a set of suitable passages, the same may well be 
true of the other appendix - on the prophets and hagiographa.
It is to be noted that this appendix is not very competently 
done. The quotations are evidently made from a Christian 
Bible. It is not clear whether Ibn Ijlazm called in the aid of 
a Christian convert to Islam, who selected the examples for 
him. True, the author might himself have re$d the passages he 
quotes. But then there are so many errors in this short ap- 
pendix~ - strange, false quotations from Psalm LXXVIII.15 (206) 
from Joshua (204); from Ecclesiastes (208); and from Isaiah 
(209). Copying or slips in copying from some secondary source 
would account for those errors. Ibn Hazm also mistook biblical 
passages for Talmudic (219 f«).
But there can be no question as to the soundness of his 
knowledge of the Pentateuch. He not only traces the passages 
in the order in which they appear, but compares texts far 
apart from each other, and sometimes draws upon the historical 
books of the Bible outside the Pentateuch.
Ibn Hazm took pains to acquaint himself with the available 
facts. He at least read a translation of the Jewish and 
Christian scriptures. Indeed, his knowledge is so sound that 
his confrontations arouse suspicion. One feels that he may 
have used for some of them material wrought to fit a certain 
pattern, a compilation of "knots” designed to suit his purpose. 
He was acquainted with people who could supply him with such
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materials. He read extensively (2,99>!30)* &&& came in contact 
with a large number of people, including Moslem and non-Moslem 
intellectuals indifferent in matters of religion (vol.V.119 
seq.); and he maymhave been in close contact with persons who 
would have known that there were spots on the biblical sun.
As early as in book 1.96, Ibn Hazm mentions that he has met 
people who admit that all religions are true; and he sets out 
to refute them (102). But he returns to the same subject 
towards the very end of his book (V.119 f.). Some people 
refuse to admit even the idea of God; whilst others, granting 
so much, refuse to accept any particular religion as the true 
one (taJcafu* al-adilla). Ibn Hazm held discussions with per­
sons who expressed these views. He gives the names of Jewish 
physicians. 'When one of them was told that he might save his 
soul by going over to Islam, he replied: ftChange of religion 
is silly (vol.V.120). Who goes over from one faith to another 
is a shameless trickster in religious beliefs”.
We can, however, ascertain nothing definite on this matter 
but it is perhaps not out of pihace to recall that in Ibn IJazm’s 
time doubts and confrontations, etc. were by no means unknown.
A few decades later, Abraham b. Ezra confronted ” dangerous” 
texts with the cryptic: ”And the clever will understand”; and 
Peter Alphonsi delivered a Latin attack on the Talmud on 
Karaite lines.
Ibn Hazm’s attacks called forth some interest and provoked
replies. A Hebrew pamphlet against Islam, ascribed to R. Salomo 
b. Adret, bears some indications of having been written against 
Ibn Hazm. The same might be said of the anti-Muslim paragraphs 
in Abraham b. Daud’s "Exalted Faith11. Nevertheless, it would 
seem that before long he was forgotten.
Ibn IJazm was perhaps the only Muslim to make a study of 
the infidel’s material. But his attacks are not examples of 
clear thinking and consistency, as they are sometimes said to 
be. He merely repeated opinions which Kirkisani quotes from 
Muslim scholars of much earlier date; and the reader cannot 
but be impressed by the far more lucid expositions of the 
older doctors. Ibn Hazm, however, was the first to include a 
Talmudic section in literary polemic, and his attacks were, 
after all, directed not only against books but also against 
persons and a people.
VI. TWO TYPICAL MUSLIM SCHOLARS.
About a century after Ibn Hazm, Abu *Abd Allah Muhammad 
b. gafar (565/ H 6 9), compiled a work of "announcements", en­
titled: "Khayr al-bishar bi-khayr al-bashar" (Bulak. 1280.
I8 6 3).
This is a typical Muslim collection. It comprises four • 
kinds of "proclamations": 1) "Of the old, revealed book of
God; 2) Of the words of the rabbis; 3 ) Of the soothsayers 
(kuhhan); 4) Of the Jinns."
It includes everything which might possibly - or impossi­
bly - prove that the Apostle of God arrived on the crest of a 
wave of predictions about his glory. The book, however, is 
not controversial, but is rather designed to appeal to the 
heart of a believing Muslim. It also displays the peculiar* 
characteristics of Bible exegesis by a Muslim theologian who 
has made no effort to study the sources he is discussing. 
Consequently, the work is based almost entirely on legendary 
material. The author has mixed up in a hopeless fumble quota­
tions and resumes of bible tales. But it is easy to see 
that what he read were but different collections of "testi­
monies", amongst others, apparently, that of Ibn Kutaiba.
The tales he refers to are drawn from biographies of the
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Prophet. (WakidI is mentioned by name.)
He deals first with the Ismail passages, bringing in two 
or three different versions of each (none of them Sa'adian; 
one close to the original; another an Islamizing one; a third
like that of Ibn Kutaiba).
"As the Bible, by mentioning Jacob, is really referring 
to his posterity, so, in like manner, when it mentions the 
father, it is referring to Ismail’s child" (6). Genesis XVII. 
20 (bi-mld-mld) refers to the Prophet. To whom else could it 
refer? There are various translations of these words: jiddan- 
jiddan, -fcayyib ■fayyib, hakkan hakkan, hamd hamd (7-8)* Then 
comes the Paran revelation (8). "None among the ahl al- kiitab
will deny that Medda is meant" (9). This is followed by the
passage from Deuteronomy: "Prophet from amongst their brethren" 
The author heard that the unaludterated text predicted "a man 
of the camel, a man of many women and few children" (12). 
Several quotations, especially from Isaiah, are interpreted as 
bearing out the fact that the glory of Arabia was predicted of 
old (14).
The second chapter quotes Wahb b. Munabbih and Ka*b al- 
A^ bar, as revealing what the people of the book usually con­
ceal (22 ff.). But these revelations put into the Bible even 
the story of the dynastic strifes of Islam (26).
The knowledge of the subject usual in a Muslim scholar 
may be gauged from the Kitab al milal wa-n-nihal of Siahrastanl
(d. 548/1155) written in 521/1127. It displays a student’s 
standard conception of the Jews and the polemic against them.
He discusses the Jewish faith, and wherein it falls short of 
Islam. The subject is also taken up in the theological com­
pendium of the author in the K. Nihayat al-Ikdam fi *ilm al- 
kalam.
The eternal Nur including the grace of prophecy was trans­
ferred from Israel to Isinmael. The unlettered (ummlyun), says 
Shahrastani, lived in Mecca; the people of the book in Medina. 
Then the ’light” was split (insha'aba), and the former took 
over the prophecy. This was the course followed by history:
Jerusalem - prophecy (nubuwa) - outwatd form of religion - 
(zawahir) - against unbelievers like Fir'aun 
and Ham an;
Mecca - holy ritual(manasik), maintenance of the Ka'ba 
against idolators (Milal 162, par.l).
There is no place here for Christianity. On the other 
hand, mention is made of the controversy between Christianity 
and Judaism, and the extremes of both. The knots of this 
strife have been unravelled by Islam, the faith of the ’golden 
mean" (163,1., and 165 f.).
The Jews have seventy sects (167,171)» axLd are divided on 
the question of free will along the same lines as the Muslims, 
the Karaites being the anthropomorphists and determinists
(1 6 4). The word Yahud is derived from the root h w d- return 
in repentance (162, par.II.). The author formulates the
points of the controversy (164): abrogation, anthropomorphism, 
free will, Messianism. He disposes of the scriptures in ad­
vance (1 6 5). They obviously cannot be revelation, so coarse 
are their contents. Distortions crept in, either into the 
very wording of the texts, or else into the interpretation of 
them. The Jews say that Abraham was promised greatness for 
Ishmael; meaning worldly power, empire, and not the gift of 
prophecy. But if the Jews admit that God Himself promised to 
the Arabs the power of Islam, then they must decide whether or 
not that promise includes the power to rule by law and justice 
If not, then how could God have promised such a "compensation" 
- that of injustice and tyranny - to the seed of Abraham? 
Again, if the muLk of Islam is based on truth and justice, 
this would be equivalent to a recognition that Islam and its 
ruler are justified in their claims. But the first of these 
claims is Islam itself. Nevertheless, Shahrastani does not 
depart from the line of "testimonies"! Paran is the place of 
the last, i.e., the perfect, revelation (166). The Pentateuch 
he maintains, is full of anthropomorphism. The Christians 
liken creature to Creator; the Jews liken Creator to creature 
(132).
But the main point is abrogation.
The Jews reject the idea of naskh, saying that it is mere
bada* Ol&4). Such sudden, capricious changes of the law are 
beyond imagining, when ascribed to God. If there was a dis­
pensation, it was for all time; and such there was - the Law
of Moses.
"The abolition of commandments which have been given to 
men - that is impossible, where God is concerned; for it would
imply that He changes His mind, and regrets His previous utter­
ances. If one of us ordered a slave to do something, and then 
stopped him doing it either at once or at some future date, 
that would indicate that the matter appeared different to him, 
i.e., something he had not anticipated had occurred; or he had 
regretted his former order. Such propositions are impossible 
of Him to whom nothing in heaven or on earth is obscure"
(Nihaya, 499)*
As against this view, Shahrastani asserts that changes 
required by the divine Providence, included in the divine plan 
from the beginning, come as stages towafcd perfection (takmll), 
not as abolition (ibtal), and that therefore naskh cannot be 
regarded as bada’, but is rather the secret clause. Thus, the 
Jewish argument is dismissed.
"Man progressed from code to code until the perfection of 
all codes was reached. Nothing lies beyond it but resurrection" 
(N. 5Oj). proofs of abrogation (from the Bible) are
added (N.5OO).
VII. SAMAU’AX AL-MAGHRIBI.
It was left for a Jewish convert to supply a really prac­
tical concise manual written with the specific purpose of refu­
ting Jews. It aimed, also at giving more substantial material
in place of the naive Muslim groping for "announcements". The
most important and influential book concerning our subject is 
the If ham al-Yahud, written in the middle of the Xllth century 
by Samau’al b. Yahya al-Maghrib!. It is a compendium of infor­
mation - Hebrew quotations and translations; refutation of 
Jewish arguments; a genuine autobiography with the story of a 
conversion; and something resembling a discourse on the "Jewish 
question".
Samau’al was very careful to give a clear account of 
personal matters: his family, descent, course of studies, 
achievements, and the conversion to which he was guided after 
much thought, and after two visions. His story is also told 
in a good concise account of his work in a Hebrew chronicle.
"I will describe how God vouchsafed unto me His divine
guidance, and how circumstances led me from earliest childhood 
until I left the Jewish sect, so that the story of my life may 
serve as an example and a lesson to those whom it reaches. . .
My father was called Rah Yahuda b. Abun. • He was from the city 
of Fas, in Morocco, Rab .was - a title and not a name; for it 
means ’scholar’ . He was the most learned man of his time in 
the sciences of the Torah, and he had a fine style of writing, 
both in poetry and prose, in the Hebrew tongue. The Arab­
speaking people called him Abu-l-Baka* Yahya b.rAbbas al- 
Maghribl. Most of their notables have an Arabic name beside 
their Hebrew one.”
Then the author goes on to tell of his maternal lineage, 
stating proudly that he was of the tribe of Levi; that is, of 
the tribe to which Moses belonged. But he was also a descendant 
of the Davidic line. His mother’s name was the same as that of 
the mother of the prophet Samuel; she too was childless; she 
too vowed a vow. So when a son was born to her, she called him 
Samuel, ’which is in Arabic al-Samau’al; and my father called 
me Abu Ha§r. ”
His father was also his first teacher, and taught him 
Hebrew, the scriptures, and the commentaries, up to his thir­
teenth year. After that his secular education started. It was 
based on mathematics, Indian computation, and the study of 
astronomical tables (zljat). Then followed medicine under 
Abu-l-Barakat Hibat Allah, along with clinical work and thera­
peutics, taught him by a relative. Samau’al is very proud, 
indeed quite vain of his attainments; he mentions the names of 
all his teachers, and points out in how short a time he mastere<
his subjects. At the age of fourteen he had completed his 
studies in mathematics; then he took up diwan accountancy, 
mensuration, algebra with equations, and geometry. He went in 
for Euclid and Arabic literature, but could find no competent 
teacher. That did not deter him. He set about teaching him­
self, and not only succeeded in grasping the precious texts, 
but even superseded their authors by correcting some of the 
solutions and by rearranging Euclid. He continued his studies 
until his eighteenth year. God bestowed upon him the under­
standing denied to others, and Samau’al wrote many mathematical 
treatises to enlighten his fellow-men.
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But all this was a mere side-line to his medical career.
He was so absorbed in his studies and his books, and so given 
over "with passionate love to the sciences” that he would often 
gorget his daily bread which he earned by his medical practice. 
And in that too he was successful. ”For God came to my aid, 
so that I could distinguish a curable disease from an incurable 
one, and I never treated a patient but to heal him. I have 
never refused to treat a patient, except when the other doctors 
also refused. . .” He lays claim to numerous medical, or rather 
pharmaceutical, discoveries. He practised in Syria, Irak, • 
Persia.
As to adab, it seems to have been a mere addition, acquired 
by reading as a distraction from more serious study. Samau’al 
tells us that, since his tenth year, he had been enchanted by 
stories of bygone times. He mentions his reading of the
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romances of Antara and Alexander, etc. "Later, when I came to 
consider things I found that most of the romances derived from 
the works of historians. So I devoted myself to history. My 
mind tended that way, and I read the works of Ihn Miskawayhi, 
fabari, etc." Nor did he neglect books on wezirs and scribes.
He gained from this very wide and varied reading a good 
Arabic style, admired by all who met him. "And whosoever has 
considered what I have written in any of my books on some 
scientific discipline will recognise that."
"Then, after I had disciplined my mind by speculative 
sciences, especially geometry with its practical demonstrations 
I turned to an analysis of the differences between people in 
the matter of religion."
His religious experience had, up to that time, been first 
that of his own home; then that aroused through his interest 
in Islam, and particularly in the story of its founder. The 
Koran with its rhetoric enchanted him. "But the most powerful 
factor by which i was urged to enquire into the questions of 
religion was the material I came upon when I read the book of 
Bardawayh the Physician, in the book Kalila wa-Dimna." Samaifa 
has nothing to say about any theological training, or even 
reading. Kalila wa-Dimna is the one and only source of his 
theological enlightenment that he mentions.
From that book he learnt that reason is the supreme facuT
which must be set above all other human faculties. Religion i 
ancillary; for it is only by following the dictates of reason
that we can appreciate the call of religion, of a prophet, of 
sages and of tradition. In the last analysis, genuine adherence 
to a religion is based on our faith in it, and that faith, in 
turn, rests on our reasoning powers. All this, then, would 
mean that the final arbiter of all that we do and believe in 
life is reason. Our mental and spiritual life is tested by 
reason. Tradition rests upon the judgment of reason. Tradi­
tion is accepted, not because it has been handed down from 
generation to generation, but because, after having been tested 
by reason, it has been found to be true.
Tradition itself cannot be adduced as a proof of truth 
or the reverse; for there are many chains of tradition which 
contradict one another. Jews, Christians, Muslims, Majus - 
each and all of them adduce the rights of their own particular 
system of tradition to prove that it is true.
But the followers of Jesus and Muhammad, too, are well 
provided with tawatur; and this must be recognised. The ances­
tors of the Jews were neither superior nor more reliable than 
those of non-Jews.
No mortal being now living has ever yet had immediate, 
direct intimation of prophecy, nor witnessed miracles. Accep­
tance of them, then, is based on tawatur, which holds good 
equally for the founders of all three religions.
Obviously, a man can pursue another mode of reasoning - 
reject all the prophetic claims. "But, again, such an attitude
cannot be upheld, by reason; for we find that all the prophets 
were of noble character; that they sought to impress upon 
mankind the highest virtues, and forbade all that is evil.
We find, also, that they sought to govern the world by a 
policy which, throughout, aims at the good of men."
"In this way, I proved to my own complete satisfaction 
that the missions of both Jesus and Muhammad were demonstrably 
true, and I believed in them both. For some time I held this 
belief, but refrained from taking any step towards embracing 
Islam, out of respect for my father, who loved me dearly, and 
would have been unable to live without me, and in gratitude 
to him for the excellent education he had given me in the 
exact sciences, opining my mind, and developing my faculties 
to comprehend the laws of mathematics."
Nevertheless, he left his father, and wandered far from 
home, into many strange lands. Finally, he had visions. It 
was after he had been urged in a vision to renounce his old 
faith that he embraced Islam. The ru’ya took place at Maragha 
(Adarbayjan) on the night of Friday, the 9th of Du-l-hijja,
558 (8th November, 1165).
In his vision Samau’al met Samuel the prophet.
"I sat down facing him, and he held up to me the book he 
had in his hand, saying: ’Read what is before you.1 And I 
saw before my eyes a verse from the Torah: Deuteronomy XVIII. 
18: ’I will raise them up a Prophet from among their brethren,
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like unto thee, and will put my words in his mouth’ . Then it 
went on to say: ’In him shall they believe; for this is the 
word of God to Moses’ . I knew that the Jews say that this 
verse refers to the prophet Samuel; for he was like Moses, 
who also was of the tribe of Levi. And as I read this verse 
from the Torah held out to me, I thought that the prophet 
Samuel, by holding the book out to me, wanted to impress upon 
me that God had mentioned him in the Torah, and had foretold 
his coming to Moses. But he looked at me frowning, and asked: 
’Think you then that it is to me that god is referring here?
0 wise and learned man, of what use to you are the mathematical 
truths you have demonstrated for yourself?’ So I asked: ”0 
Prophet of God, to whom, then do the words refer?’ He replied: 
’To him of whom it is written that he shined forth from mount 
Paran’ (Deuteronomy XXXIII.2). No sooner had he spoken than
1 realised he was referring to Muhammad; for he surely is the 
man from mount Paran . . . the mountains of Mecca. Por in the 
Torah it is stated clearly that Paran is the dwelling-place of 
the sons of Ishmael, namely in the verse of Genesis (XXI.21) 
’And he dwelt in the wilderness of Paran’ .
’Then the prophet again turned to me, and said: ’Do you 
not know, then, that God did not send me to abrogate any part 
of the Torah, but only to remind men of the Law, to revive its 
commandments, and to save them from the Philistines? . . .
Why, then, shotild God command people to follow one who was
neither to change nor to abrogate any part of their faith?
Were they especially enjoined to accept the prophecy of Daniel, 
or Jeremiah, or Ezekiel?1 I said: 'No, by my life! They did 
not need such an injunction.' Then he took the book from me 
angrily, and disappeared.”
Samau’al woke up in terror, and lit his lamp. The vision 
remained with him, deeply engraved in his memory. He was sure 
that it had been vouchsafed to him by the mercy of God. He 
arose, performed his ablutions, and prayed fervently for the 
peace of the Prophet. While thus absorbed in pious meditation, 
he beheld another vision. This time he saw Muhammad, to whom 
he vowed allegiance. He repeated the creed (wa-annaka rasul 
allah). Deeply stirred, he wept with joy. In this state he 
awoke.
At early dawn, eager to make known his conversion, 
Samau’al went tfc his host, and told him that God had lifted 
the veil and guided him to Islam. His host v/as exceedingly 
glad, and told him how he had had a talk with the chief Kadi 
about him. "And we were both sorry that with all your know­
ledge and great virtues, you were not a Muslim."
Later, his host asked him how and after what manner God 
had guided him to see the true light. Samau’al, however, said 
nothing about his visions, but instead explained how his 
reasoning had led him to rational conclusions, and ultimately
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"brought conviction to him. It was only out of consideration 
for his father that he had hesitated ahout tfcking the final 
step, how his douhts and hesitations were past.
His host happened to "be in bad health at the time, and 
could not move about freely, but this great joy brought him 
new strength,
Instantly the place was in a turmoil. It was Friday.
The people and the preacher were requested to remain at the 
Mosque. A procession was at once prepared. The tailors 
worked feverishly /to make a new garment (jubba) for the con­
vert. When all was ready, the party started for the Mosque, 
where Samau’al was received with acclamations of joy. The 
prayers were said. The Kadi rose and delivered a sermon, 
praising Samau’al, and thanking God for having guided the vir­
tuous man toward conversion. "And for the most part, the ser­
vice was for m«."
In the evening, Samau’al began his treatise against the 
Jews. It gained wide popularity in Diyarbaky, Irak and Persia. 
Some time later, the author revised the text. "It became an 
excellent book, the like of which had never before been writtei 
in Islam, and was much used for polemics against the Jews."
"But as regards the two visions, I said nothing about ther 
to my host nor anyone else in Maragha, for about four years. 
There were two reasons for silence. First, I hated to speak oj 
a thing for which I could furnish no proof, and which would
therefore, give rise to questions, open or secret. Secondly,
I feared to excite envy; there were those who might use the 
story to bring.hatred and contempt upon me. 'A man who forsook 
his own faith because of a dream, an illusion, a nightmare,* 
it might be said."
He consequently forbore to mention the visions "until 
the book, Ifharn al-Yahud ('Silencing the Jews') became popular, 
and many copies of it were spread abroad." Only thereafter 
could it be seen that "my conversion was the result of rational 
proof, based on arguments long known to me, but suppressed by 
me out of reverence for my father"; only then did he tell the 
story of his two visions. Then he also wrote to his father.
The old man at once set out to meet his son, but died in Mosul 
on the way.
This, then is the remarkable story of the book Ifham al- 
Yahud. The author became well known for his contributions to 
mathematical and medical studies. His descendants, too, for 
many generations, were men of science. Samau,al died some 
twelve years after his conversion, about 570/1175.
The pamphlet opens with a few introductory remarks, fol­
lowed by a chapter on abrogation. This, in turn, is succeeded 
by another opening, dealing with the equal measure of tradition 
in favour of the founders of the three religions - the author's 
favourite topic; and this is followed by proofs of abrogation. 
Now this second opening begins with the words Ifham al-Yahud 
wa-n-na§ara (Fol.56a). Perhaps this is the beginning of the
older version mentioned by the author.
The pamphlet contains about 15,000 words. Its contents
are:
1) Opening; 2) Abrogation; 5) Tawatur; 4) Abrogation;
5) The missions of Jesus and Muhammad; 6) The choice of Israel; 
7) Criticism of the Bible; 8) History of the Bible; 9) Jewish 
views of Islam; 10) Mean aspects of Jewish law, levirate, 
segregation; 11) Babbanites and Karaites; 12) Epilogue: sins 
and follies of the Jews.
The pamphlet deals with: repudiation of Jewish claims (on 
abrogation, on tradition, on being the chosen people); impeach­
ment of their texts as bases of their arguments; discussion of 
their position, and the origins of its rise.
Samau'al quotes frequently from the Hebrev/, in transcrip­
tion and translation. Apparently he quotes from memory, for he 
is often inaccurate. He also brings in passages from the 
Tar gum.
In his foreword he says that, recognising the need for 
examining traditional beliefs, he set out to investigate and 
refute the Jewish faith; and that he has found the many previous 
efforts made in that direction to be unsatisfactory.
No Jew has seen the miracles with his own eyes. The Jews 
say that "all the other peoples testify to the miracles." But 
a similar tradition exists in favour of Jesus, and also of
Muhammad. There is no reason to reject it. A man's own tradi­
tion cannot he said to he better than any other, merely because 
it happens to be his. Infidels, too, can afgue after that 
fashion; it is mere blind partisanship (ta'assub). An argu­
ment must be logical, without any taklid.
"They left no traces behind them amongst the peoples that 
developed the exact sciences and systematized them for the 
generations that were to come after them. Whatsoever is 
ascribed to them in science, as well as that of which they 
availed themselves out of the stores of knowledge of other 
peoples, will not stand comparison with the scientific attain­
ments of the scholars of the Greeks and Arameans; whilst the 
writings of the Muslims are so copious that it is impossible 
for a man to encompass them all, even in one particular field. 
But, if this be so, the contention that the forefathers of the 
Jews were the cleverest and most discerning of men is disposed 
of; and so they must be regarded as more or less the equals of 
other Semites" (S.fol.4a).*
Arguments for abrogation fall under three headings:- 
1) Deductions from the Bible.
There was a law (Shar*) before the Torah; e.g. the command­
ment to Noah not to spill blood (Genesis IX.6). The Torah,
* S. refers to Schreiner, M G W J, 42; Fol to MS.Cairo.
therefore, is not the first shari'a; it added to or subtracted
from the previous enactments. (Otherwise a new dispensation
was of no use.) But if it did this, only one conclusion can
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be drawn - that it meant to permit that which/previously been 
forbidden, and vice versa. Thus, the Torah may be said to 
abrogate some previous enactment; i.e. naskh does occur, and 
the Torah testifies to it. If this happened once, it might 
have happened again. Every separate case which points in its 
favour should be tested, but wholesale repudiation is out of 
place. The Jews should not insist so strongly on the illogi­
cality of abrogation. Their own law includes a great many 
illogical things, e.g., the ashes of the red heifer as a means 
of purification (S.ib.; fol.2a,Jb).
Another proof of inconsistency is that at first only the 
firBt-bom were to serve the Lord; but later, it was only the 
Levites (S.174;fol.6d).
II.) The Jews abandoned the biblical regulations. To 
return to the red heifer. If that is the appointed means of 
purification, then in the absence of it the Jews must find 
themselves impure. If that be so, all their strictness in the 
observance of their laws serves no purpose (S.172; fol.4b,5a).
III.) The Jews instituted new laws of their own.
Their prayers are clearly non-biblical,and origi­
nated after their dispersion. That is why, in those prayers, 
they mourn for the fall of Jerusalem, pray for freedom, and so
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on. The same is true of some of the fasts. Such regulations 
were added "according to the demands of the times" (S.173>f*ol.
5b, 6a ).
Therefore, abrogation is practised in the Bible and in 
Jewish law, and there is no escaping it.
JESUS. The Jews cannot deny that it was after the time of 
Jesus that they were deprived of their kingdom and their power, 
and were forced to submit to the rule of strangers. This is 
consistent with the prediction in Genesis XLIX.10, that until 
the Messiah comes "The sceptre shall not depart from Judah"; 
i.e., Jesus really was the Messiah.
The Jews hold that Jesus was not a prophet but a scholar, 
and wrought his miracles by the aid of the Ineffable Name 
which he had read on the wall of the Temple. They base this on 
tradition. But God wanted Jesus to perform miracles. (In this 
connection St, Matthew XII. is quoted by the author.)
Another argument put forward by the Jews is that since 
their prophets are accepted by all peoples, they are merely 
holding to what is incontrovertible. That is a fallacy. First­
ly, because "the Muslims and Christians accept the mission of 
Moses merely because their respective books testify to it.
Their belief in Moses is, then, to them a part of their belief 
in their own books. Secondly, because if this argument is 
accepted, it is difficult to see why the Jews should not also 
accept the unanimous opinion of Muslims and Christians that the
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Jews are "in error".
The reference in Deuteronomy XVIII. cannot he to Samuel. 
(Here the argument from the vision,quoted above, is brought 
forward.)
Genesis XVII.12. The numerical value of the Hebrew 
bi-m^ ' od m€*od a 92 = Muhammad is emphasized. It is by the 
merciful intervention of God that this verse escaped alteration 
by the Jews. Samau’al, as if not quite sure of his ground, 
dismisses the anticipated retort. "It cannot be said that this 
interpretation is arbitrary; for the passage in question is a 
crucial text on Ishmael."
Deuteronomy XXX.2 is quoted from the Targum Onkelos with 
additional proofs: Genesis XXI.21 Paran the abode of Ishmael 
(S.175 t-i fol.8a, 9"b) •
If the Jews will not see these things, it is because they 
are obdurate. Indeed, they are described in Deuteronomy XXXII. 
28, as "a nation void of counsel" and understanding. They 
persist in asserting that prophecy is confined to their own 
people, and that there&re Muhammad could not have been a prophd; 
They contend that God bears them special love. But there is 
actually in the Bible the case of a non-Jewish prophet, Job; 
and the Bible also tej.ls of God being wroth with the sinners 
amongst them. And what about the fate of the lost 9*3 (?) 
tribes? Furthermore, the Bible (Numbers XV.15-16) stipulates 
that "one law and one manner shall be " for Jew and non Jew
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(S.177 f*j fol.9b,10b). Therefore it is folly to believe, as 
they do, that God loves them, as they do, that God loves them, 
as they state in their daily prayers. In those prayers they 
describe themselves as God’s children, and say that their foes 
are utterly routed by God. They liken themselves to the vine, 
and others they liken to the thorn - a ridiculous claim, seeing 
that they are oppressed.
ho less ridiculous is their Messianic belief. They will 
wait until the wolf and the lamb lie down together (Is. II.6); 
for they are incapable of grasping anything but the gross, 
literal interpretation of a prophecy. They cannot imagine 
that the world can be saved before all the other peoples have 
been got rid of (S.178 f.; fol.II.).
Samau’al then turns to the Jewish scriptures.
"Because of the vexation brought upon them by humiliation 
and unfulfilled expectations, the Jews fall into absurdities, 
and in their scriptures express foolishness, sometimes even a 
kind of unbelief (tazanduk)" (Fol.IIb).
For example, in Psalm XXIV. it says: "Awake, why 
sleepest thou, 0 Lord"; and in Exodus XXIV. 10, Moses sees God. 
There are too many such examples of gross anthropomorphism. 
True, under the beneficent influence of Islam, many rabbis are 
ashamed of such texts, and try to explain them away; e.g., 
Genesis VI.6, "And it repented the LORD", they explain as
(here the Targum is quoted) "God changed His mind", which is 
not only in contradiction of the text, hut is also in direct 
opposition to their own ideas on abrogation (fol,12a).
Obviously, then, this is not the Torah of Moses, but is
the result of subsequent alterations made in the text, of
Tabdil. To change the text was possible, since the people did
not know it. Here Samau’al tells the same story which had
been told by Ibn Hazm: all that the people knew was a mere
half of Deuteronomy XXXII. There had been no established
tradition. The invaders killed the priests who knew many
chapters of the Law; but there was neither a sunna of studying
it, nor an obligation to study it. The text known to the Jews
by Ezra
is a mere patchwork affair, compiled/after the return from the 
Captivity from the fragments which still remained in the 
memories of some of the people, to which he added tendencious 
passages of his own. He is also to be held responsible for 
the anthropomorphism in the book. That is why his memory is so 
highly revered by his people, and pilgrimages take place to 
his tomb (S.215-7; fol.lj).
At this point is inserted a refutation of the interpreta­
tion of Exodus XXIII. 19, "Thou shalt not seethe a kid in his 
mother’s milk". This refutation was of Karaite origin. It is 
brought forward to show that the traditional expositions of the 
text are no more reasonable or trustworthy than is the text 
itself (S.217; fol.14).
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Samau’al also gives historical explanations of the alleged 
tendencious alterations in the text. The story of Lot and his 
daughters3 to whose incestuous union is ascribed the origin of 
Moab and .Ammon, is not merely shocking, but is palpably absurd 
and incredible on physiological grounds (Lot was too old). 
Furthermore, it contradicts another text, where Abraham declares 
that Sarah is his sister, meaning thereby that he was not her 
husband: how much less, then, was Lot’s incest credible. 
Strangely en&ugh, the Pentateuch mentions the ancestry of Ruth 
and David, which means that the Messiah was expected to spring 
from such a union.
Samau’al suggests that there is a tendency to disparage 
the House of David in favour of the Aaronides, to whom Ezra 
himself belonged (fa-inna ‘indahum anna Musa j a * ala-1-imamat a 
fi-l-Haruniylna). At the same time, the story reflects the 
inveterate hatred of the Jews towards the two neighbouring 
peoples. The author, says Samau’al, achieved his object; for 
the second commonwealth was ruled by the Aaronides, and not by 
the House of David. The same tendency can be discerned in the 
story of Tamar (PereDavid) (S.222; f.15b,17a).
The levirate, like the rite of the red heifer, is nonsense. 
The author comments on it that it drives people to subterfuge, 
since it threatens punishment for sins never committed, and 
exposes them to disparagement (S.254; fol.18).
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How could a whole people have been so led astray?
Sama^al tries to explain, taking the historical approach 
to the question. "The clever inquirer must not exclude the 
possibility that this community (the Jews) easily fell into 
error and unbelief; for when the State of a people is on the 
decline, when it falls under the yoke of a conqueror, when its 
country is over-run - in such circumstances, the people are 
reduced to despair, their traditions are weakened, their past 
is obliterated, and it is difficult to study them. For the 
decline of a State passes through various stages, and is brought 
about by a succession of calamities, such as laying waste and 
burning; until at last ignorance stalks the land where the 
sciences flourished. The more ancient the nation, the more 
terribly it suffers from humiliation and tribulation, when it 
falls under the yoke of various conquerors; the more its his­
tory is exposed to the danger of obliteration. Now this com­
munity has, no doubt, been more unfortunate than any other in 
suffering such calamities (HE.: dakarnahu); for it is one
of the oldest on record, and has been under the heel of many 
oppressors - the Chaldeans, Babylonians, Persians and Greeks, 
the Christians and Islam. Each and all of these were intent 
on the extermination of the Jews and repeatedly burnt and 
destroyed their country, and threw their books into the flames. 
The Muslims were the only people who did not treat the Jews in 
this way; for Islam found the Jews under Persian domination, 
when they had no city, and no army,exceptiog the Judaizing
Arabs of ghai^ bar.
"But still worse befell the Jews, in that they suffered, 
under their own God-defying kings, such as Ahab, Ahaziah, 
Amaziah, and Jeroboam the son of Nabat, and other Israelite 
kings who slew the prophets and persecuted them, served idols, 
honoured the priests they had set up for them and their cult 
for which they built huge temples. The kings as well as the 
people worshipped the false gods, and for a lo*ig period, for 
many successive generations, abandoned the laws of the Torah.
"Now, if this chain of calamities befell their religion 
at their own hands, how much more complete was the suppression 
of their religion under the succession of dominations by foreign 
rulers who slew their leaders, burned their scriptures, and 
prohibited them from observing their religious laws!"
For example, under the Persians they were often forbidden 
the free exercise of their religion, and were compelled to 
improvise, in place of their original prayers, all kinds of 
incantations called hizana (hazanut), to circumvent their per­
secutor. But they made a virtue of necessity, and when Islam 
restored their rights to them, they retained their improvised 
prayers (S.218-220; fol,14a,15a).
Nor have they any means of escaping from the results of 
their national calamities. Instead of getting rid of them, 
they sink deeper and deeper into the slough. For there is a 
faction which has vested interests in keeping them in their
degraded state. These are the fukaha*, the real curse of their 
people. They pretend they are the hearers of the prophetic 
heritage, and say they have a traditional basis for everything 
they do, ohaiming that God Himself directs them. But as soon 
as it comes to solving a problem, they abandon their claim to 
nakl, and bring logic to bear on the problem; they take up 
ijtihad and differ in their opinions. But contradictory 
judgments cannot be ascribed to the same divine origin (S.172 f, 
fol.5a). This is the well-known Karaite argument.
\
The scholars are not sincere either. None of them 
believes that the Torah is the same as that revealed to Moses 
(S.215; fol.IJa). Their activities are made to serve as an 
excuse for increasing the pressure of the burden upon the 
Jews. The rabbis led the academies in Palestine and in 
Babylon, and thousands of legists were active under the Baby­
lonians, Persians, Greeks and Homans. Finally, the legists 
agreed to accept two books as authoritative - the Mishna and 
the Talmud. The former is the smaller, consisting of about 
800 sheets; whilst the latter, the bigger, is a volume of 
about half the weight of a mule’s load. The authors did not 
all live at one and the same time. The books were compiled, 
collected by generations of men, one following another. At 
last a generation arose which saw that this compilation, with 
its additions, was merely multiplying the number of contra­
dictions with earlier authorities, and that unless they
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prohibited further additions, the contradictions would become 
so glaring and multitudinous that the greatest haana would 
ensue. So they finally ceased from adding to the volumes 
(S.254 f.; fol.18-19). ”The rabbis realised, however, that 
this people would not always accept the humiliation and enslave­
ment of their position without protest; but they found a means 
of holding them down, chaining them to their religion. They 
imposed upon them all kinds of restrictions calculated to keep 
the Jews remote and estranged from their gentile environment.
The first of these restrictions appertained to the food they 
were allowed to eat; the second to the marriages they were 
allowed to contract. In order to give their policy a valid 
content, they falsely ascribed it to God.”
Samaufal enquires into the meaning of the scriptural pro­
hibitions in regard to these matters, to prove that the rabbi­
nical interpretations are wrong. The prohibition of marriage 
with outsiders was intended to prevent the nation from slipping 
into idolatry. The prohibition of certain foods was intended 
to prevent the Jews from partaking of the flesh of animals 
slaughtered according to pagan ritual which pronounced the 
names of idols. Further, Deuteronomy II.5 -6 suggests the 
admissibility of purchasing food from non-Jews. But ”what is 
the matter with those Jews who will not eat that which has 
been slaughtered by Muslims - the Jews living in Syria and 
Persia; some of them refuse to take from Muslims even milk and
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cheese, sweet-meats and bread. They assert that such food is 
unclean. A Babhanite distortion is obviously present here.
The Bible refers only to meat which has been torn and devoured 
by a wild animal (Genesis XXXVII.3 3). In place of the prescrip­
tions natural to people who live in deserts, the scholars have 
imposed a ridiculous and complicated system of ritual slaughter. 
Furthermore, instead of ordering that the prohibited meat be 
given to the dogs (Exodus XXII.31)* they maintain that it may 
be sold to the non-Jew, who is thus likened to a dog (S.254-8; 
f01.18-21a).
The second reason which makes for the segregation of the 
Jews is that, owing to their dispersion, they are exposed to 
the mockery and exploitation of adventurers. It is sufficient 
for a man to come into a community and to make a show of piety, 
of extreme strictness in the matter of food, for him to be 
assured of a high place for himself, of becoming a revered 
leader. Let him further forbid one or two things which have 
hitherto been regarded as permissible, and the people will 
follow him; so easily are they swayed by the imposition of new 
hardships (S. 407-9; fol.22).
It is true that not all Jews are so foolish as to submit 
to whatsoever their legists wish to prescribe. The Karaites, 
for instance, look upon the compilers of the Mishna and the 
Talmud as mere impostors, men who belied God and Moses,
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authors of silly stories. The Karaites do not believe in the 
forgeries which are passed off as the "traditions" of the Jews.
When the followers of Anan and of Benjamin (Nihawandi) 
realised how objectionable and impossible those inventions and 
glaring fabrications were, they seceded from the legists and 
their followers. "The Karaites have their own scholars who 
are openly men of ijtihad, and make no claim to divine guidanoe 
They prefer to follow the plain text of the scriptures. The 
majority, however, are followers of the Rabbanites who, above 
all Jews, evince "the most intense hatred for "other people"; 
for the legist inventors diligently sowed the seeds of such 
hate by insisting that all the restrictions devised and imposed 
in the name of Moses by the rabbis are boons and blessings 
sent down to them by heaven itself. There are Jews who Regard 
the outsider, the man who does not belong to themselves, as 
though he were some sort of an animal." No wonder, then, that 
Jews will not partake of a meal with outsiders.
But the Karaites are not merely the superior Jewish ele­
ment. "Most of them went over to Islam, and little by little 
their numbers have been reduced, until now only a few of them 
remain; for they are better prepared to accept Islam, being, 
as they are, safe from the follies of the Rabbanite legists, 
those inventors who lay heavier and still heavier burdens 
upon their own people" (S.- 258-260; fol.21-2).
The notions of the Jews about Islam.
Muhammad had visions, in which his future power was shown 
him. He was in Syria on business on behalf of Khadija. There 
he met a number of learned Jews to whom he told his dreams.
Thei^ instantly grasped their significance. They sent *Abd 
Allah b. Sal am with Muhammad to instruct him in the Torah and 
fikh. And it is to *Abd Allah that the eloquence of the Koran 
is attributed. *Abd Allah also prevailed upon Muhammad to 
introduce the regulation which says that, after the third 
divorce, the wife must marry another man before she can remarry 
her first husband. That is how the Jews, in their malice, 
tried to make bastards (mamzerim) of Muslims.
The Jews argue that the Koran contains many contradictions; 
but their own scriptures are much worse in that respect. They 
reject the i‘jaz al-Kur’an; but that is because they cannot 
appreciate the point, their knowledge of Arabic being too poor.
Amongst themselves, they call Muhammad pasul (defective), 
and "the madman" (m^ shugga*), and the Koran, Kalon - disgrace 
(S.253; fol.17).
Samau,al concludes his notes by enumerating the trans­
gressions of the Jews of old (against Moses, Aaron, David, etc.j 
which they committed despite the favours and miracles God had I 
vouchsafed to them. As to his contemporary Jews, he is dis­
gusted with their silly belief in adventurers and pseudo- 
Messiahs. I
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Schreiner has already noticed (S.411, n.l) that garafl* s 
Xlllth century work, Al-Ajwiha al-fakhira, draws extensively 
upon Samau’al.
MS. B.M. Or.8986, p.54a of this hook, has a remark hy a 
reader: "Most of this is from the hook Ifham al-Yahud, hy 
al-Samau'al, who embraced Islam in the 5th century. 11
.Another work having its origin in Ifhan is Hidayat al 
Hayara, hy Ihn-Kayyim al-Jauziya (XIV century). It also 
plagiarises Samau,alts hook: the passages on the Karaites, the 
Talmud, unclean meats, the levirate, the rahhis’attempts to 
segregate the Jews, etc. (as quoted hy Goldsiher in Kohak’s 
Jeschurun, 1875* PP.18 seq., practically every word from page 
50 onw&rds, with the result that all the remarks refer to 
Samau* al rather than Ihn-Kayyim). Ihn-Kayyim quotes without 
giving a name, hut mentions "a converted Jew" as his source.
There is very little douht hut that even towards the close 
of the eighteenth century Samau,al,s arguments are drawn upon 
hy Muh. Mahdl ^ ahataha* 1.
piccordingly much of what Goldsiher wrote in Z D M G, 3 2, 
and Pritsch in his hook on anti-Christian polemic, really refers 
to our author.)
Samau’al's pamphlet has two aspects - the rationalistic 
and the Islamic.
Samau,al may have learnt from Kalila wa-Dimma, if not from
better sources. The rationalist ideas were current in philo­
sophical literature. There were both Muslims and non-Muslims 
who desired to reconcile themselves completely with the Muslim 
society by interpreting Islam as a universal, rational faith 
faaking for social progress.
Whatever the source of that side of Samau'al's tract, 
the other, the pious "testimonies" and exegesis, is evidently 
a mere reproduction of Muslim efforts. He admits he has read 
- without satisfaction - previous Muslim refutations. It 
cannot be ascertained whether he read Ibn Hazm but it seems 
not improbable. In Ibn-Hazm too he could find both aspects 
found in the Ifham.
The story of the conversion and the a* lam show that the
author had but little expectation of being accepted into
«
Muslim society on his own conditions; and that he therefore 
tried to conciliate that society by conforming to its demands. 
He had to compile a*lam, religious refutations, etc., in the 
usual strain. It is interesting to note that he quotes 
neither from the Koran nor from hadit.
VIII. KARAFI AND RAZI.
The Egyptian malikl legist, Ahmad al-Karafl (d. 1285) 
wrote a refutation of Christianity, Al-Ajwiba al-fakhira ‘an 
al-as *ila al-fajira, which contains many extracts from dis­
cussions with Jews. Fritsch (p.22) says that this hook seems 
to he the best apologetic achievement of Islam. The author 
made extensive use of Samau,al,s tract. The argument from 
the greatness of Islamic science (31; Fritsch 54t* is repeated, 
with an addition to the effect th&t Islam inculcated new stu­
dies (jaddadat hiya Siluman lam takun lighayriha) such as 
Arabic philology, with its branches, the sciences of tradition 
and the Koran. Islam is the most universal religion, and 
therefore the most perfect (wa-la shakka anna-1-magaliha id 
'ammat kanat akmala fa-shari ‘ atuna akmalu wahuwa-l-matlubu).
He also reproduces Samau’al on tabdll: the ahbar them­
selves do not believe in the divine origin of the Law; the 
Israelites knew of only half a chapter of the Bible; Nebuchad­
nezzar destroyed the text, and killed the Aaronides who knew 
it; Ezra forged the new text, full of anthropomorphism; the 
synagogue developed chantw of its own, in place of the ancient 
prayers (53-54; Fritsch 59-60). Muslim historians, as being
* The former number refers to p. of B.M.MS.0r.8986, written in 
A.H. 1302.
more recent, axe more reliable (li-kurbi *ahdi zamanina). He 
quotes some verses from the Bible, again transcribed from 
Samau* al.
But he must have drawn on some Christian source for his 
relatively sound biblical knowledge. Goldziher (Z D M G. 
p . 376 ff.) pointed out (ib. 578-9) that in some cases there is 
dependence on the e^shitta. It might be added that on one 
occasion (No.56, 12Ja), commenting on a verse from Isaiah,
Karafi says about a certain usage that it is a peculiarity of 
the Greek tongue (i§tilah lisan al-yunan).
He
Ilarafl's book is a reply to Christian apologetics. /Mow 
and then, however, begins a paragraph with the words: "The 
Jews say", or: "We tell the Jews".
His pronouncements on the blindness of Christians recall 
similar passages of Samau’al's on the Jews: They axe blind­
folded by their leaders, the bishops (2b).
He tells a story of how in Christian countries Jews are 
being pillaged and killed on three certain consecutive days 
every year (1 b; Fritsch 149 • Read not Barkona, but Tarragona).
Our author may be placed by the side of Ibn IJazm, as a rad­
ical critic of the Bible (Fr.62). But he fails to discover 
anything new. He Joints out contradictions, improper passages, 
and so on; and he says that learned Jews, like Ka'b al-i^ dbar, 
long ago testified to the truth of Islam.
On the story of Jacob’s encounter with the angels (Genesis 
XXXII.) he remarks: They make angels and prophets fight like 
boys (106b). On the identification of
Maryam as sister of Moses and as Mother of Christ, he replies 
that the name may have served as a family-name. Is not every 
human being Ibn-Adam?
Of another kind is the remark: How could the spirit of 
God have moved above the waters, before the waters were 
created? (102b). The only non-biblical reference (min ghayri- 
t-Taurat) is that on the seventh day God lay on His back to 
rest (quoted also by Shahrastani).
The discussion on Paradise is of more interest. The Jews 
say (49 ff., N 8) that the Muslim conception of Paradise is 
"crude"; it is impossible to think of Paradise in terms of 
food and drink and carnal relations. Karafi says that BaihakI 
wrote a tract on the subject, to explain why the Koran dwells sc 
much on the subject of Paradise. But the Bible itself refutes 
this argument; for Adam and Eve • were in the Garden of Eden 
and did not abstain from earthly pleasures. Whatever the Mus­
lim conception of Paradise may be, that of the Jews, as re­
vealed in their books, is that of a crude people (katlfu-t- 
tiba/) which cares only about things close to their own skins 
(al-mubashir fl jildiha). That is why they could only be in- I 
duced to do as they ought by the promise of a country of theirl
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own. Not so the Muslims. When they espoused the cause of the 
Prophet, they jeopardised their very lives without questioning 
and without asking for material rewards in return.
But hy far the most interesting passages in the hook are 
those concerned with abrogation.
Abrogation, says the author, is rejected hy the Jews 
because they hold that it entails regret, repentance (nadam), 
which is impossible to God. Broadly considered, maskh would 
make truth impossible; for it purports to turn right into 
wrong, and vice versa (iCalb al-haka* ik). Moreover, a law is 
either good or bad. If good, why should it be abrogated; if 
bad, why was it ever enjoined?
The reply is that naskh is not bada*, and regret is not 
its premise. Abrogation is a component part of God* s prescience 
and omniscience ('ilm fi-l-azal). God knew that a certain 
commandment or code would be valid (maslaha) for a certain 
period, after which it would have to be superseded (Vshr* 
opposite of V'a&.skh). He knew both the nasikh and the mansukh. 
This manifests the divine wisdom which takes into account the 
variability of conditions in space and time. 'Even the same 
person is different at different moments of his life, and it 
is thus not to be wondered at that commandments have to be 
altered to suit the different environment and conditions (al- 
ahkam tabi'a }i-masalih al-aukat wa-ikhtilaf al-umam). Proof
texts follow. Now, if the Bible affords such proofs, the argu­
ments of the Jews may be dismissed. Let us rely upon God’s care 
for the well-being of man (ri‘ ayat al-masalil^ ).
The same question of abrogation turns up in the writings 
of Eakhr ad-Dln ar-Raz 1, the famous theologian of the twelfth 
century. Schreiner analysed the development of this discus­
sion, and his conclusions were as follows: In the oldest 
layers of the controversy (Sa*adia, Ibn Hazm), any alteration 
in nature, law, practice is conceived as a case of naskh; 
later, naskh- covers religious law only (Juwajfcnl). RazI main­
tains that a religious system can be supplanted by another sys­
tem. Some Jewish scholars (Abr.b.David) accept the idea of 
naskh without conceding that naskh has taken place; and RazI 
mentions Muslims who reject it. Schreiner pointed out that 
the Jewish apologetic here fructified Islamic thought, and 
contributed to its development from the first unyielding stages 
to a system into which the idea of God’s prescience and of pre­
destination fitted most conveniently.
RazI also touched upon the question of the scriptures in 
his commentary on the Koran. The Jews he says, combine error 
with misdirection (dalal wa-idlal; Mafatlh, III.337 top).
Tahrlf, though, is- not a very clear idea. The Koran points to 
falsification in the Scriptures. This was not impossible; for 
only a few amongst the Israelites could read, and those few
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might very well agree to mislead the rest (338)* Another sug­
gestion is that their interpretations were erroneous, because 
of the misconstruction put upon certain words (bi-wujuh al- 
hiyal al-laf^ Iya), "like that practised by the heretics (ahl 
al bid*a) in our own time, on those Koranic verses which do not 
suit their systems." This latter view seems to RazI to be the 
correct one. But after all, he concludes, the Jews combined 
both kinds of distortion (jama'u bayn al-amrayn); i.e., both 
of the text (lafz) and the interpretation (ma*na) (cf. also I. 
575). From hadlt he proves that the Jews concealed the truth, 
namely, the description of the Prophet in the scriptures (sifa, 
na*t) (II.I3 2). He quotes a few "predictions" from *Ali at- 
Tabari's (1.486) which prove the authenticity of the "Book of 
Religion and Empire". He brands the Jews as a people given to 
anthropomorphism (wa-l-aghlab *alayhim at-tashbih).
Thus he leaves the impression of a stiff, pedantic know­
ledge of older refutations; but with the addition of some inde­
pendence of judgment on the involved questions of principle. 
There may have been more thinking; there was no more learning.
Reading these "pronouncements", one asks oneself if any 
belief in them was held by anyone; or if they were mere repro­
ductions from ancient works; or if they were merely the means 
of getting rid of problems suggested by the line of argument 
pursued. The opinion of Maimonides, in his Epistle to Yaman,
is important. He writes of the converts supplying material, or 
parading their belief in a*lam.
"As regards what you say of the renegade who led people to 
believe that bi-cPod nf-’od refers to Muhammad - such s m argu­
ments are ridiculous, and the renegades who babble about them 
do not regard them seriously, and are not themselves deceived 
by them. Their object in making such statements is to gain 
the respect of the G-entiles, and to show them that they, the 
renegades, are trustworthy. . . . The Muslims themselves do 
not believe in these manifestations, do not accept the con­
tentions, nor use them in argument; for they are too obviously 
fallacious. Since they cannot find in the whole Torah any 
support for their statements. . . they have recourse to the 
assertion: 'You changed the Torah and distorted it. You 
erased the name of Muhammad.'" (MS. B.M. Add. 27542. p. 111b).
IX. UNDER THE MONGOLS.
We have now reached the period of Mongol invasion and 
domination of the Middle East. The State was no longer Muslim, 
and had not been for decades, until the IIkhan Ghazan embraced 
Islam in 1295* r^Q-e Muslims were reduced to equality with all 
the other subjects of the new conquerors. The Mongols, however, 
availed themselves of the services of non-Muslims whom they 
felt they could trust with more confidence. As a consequence, 
some remarkable men of Jewish origin rose to high places; and 
it was not long before a situation came into being which 
created animosity, anti-Jewish propaganda, and Jew-baiting, as 
in Spain in the time of Ibn $azm.
Once again poetry was the behicle of political journalism
for anti-Jewish denunciation. The historian Wasgaf brings to
light a poem (tr. E.G.Browne, L.HP, III.32 ff.), revived some
two hundred years after it had first been circulated in Egypt:
The Jews of our-time a rank attain 
To which the heavens might aspire in vain.
Theirs is dominion, wealth to them doth cling,
To them belong both councillor and king.
0 people, hear my words of counsel true:
Turn Jews, for heaven itself hath turned a Jewl 
Yet wait, and ye shall hear their torment's cry,
And see them fall and perish presently.
All kinds of evil, in deed and thought, are attributed to 
the Jewish counsellor of Arghun Khan (1284-1291),afc-Daula. 
"He sought to persuade Arghun that the prophetic function had 
passed from the Arabs to the Mongols, who were divinely com­
missioned to chastise the disobedient and degenerate followers 
of Muhammad." He appointed Jews to high positions in the admini­
stration, especially in *Irak; sent Jewish officers, armed 
with black lists, to seize Muslim Notables, and so on (Ibn al 
Fuwati, 461, in W, Kishel, 1 10):-
"In the year 689/1291, a document was prepared in Baghdad 
by respected individuals which contained attacks on Sa*ad ad- 
Daula, together with verses from the Koran, and the history of 
the prophets, which stated that the Jews were a people whom 
Allah had debased; and that he who would undertake to raise 
them would himself be brought low by God."
The execution of the hated minister in 1291 was the 
(Browne) "signal for a general persecution of the Jews, who 
were plundered and in many instances slain. . . . The collapse 
of the Jewish ascendancy was celebrated" in a long Ka§Ida 
(Browne , ibid. ):
His name we praise who rules the firmament’.
These apish Jews are done a*ay and shentl 
* * * *
God has dispersed their dominant accord
And they are melted by the burnished sword.
*  *  •* *
0 foulest race who e'er on earth did thrive
And hatefulest of those who still survive
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* * * -* *
I penned this satire, hoping to attain 
The Eternal Garden’s lake-encompassed plain,
And to refute that poet’s words -untrue,
Who said: ’Turn Jews, for heaven hath turned a Jew' .
A few years earlier, two Muslim authors had each written 
a treatise against an author whom one of them calls the 
"Jewish Philosopher" (St.P.L. No30.p.47-48; No.86.p.107).
Their works seem to he lost, hut the hook they wrote against 
is still extant. This is the Tanklh al-Abhat lil-milal at- 
talat, "Inquiry into the Three Faiths", hy Sa*d h. Mangur Ihn- 
Kammuna (ihid. pp.37 ff)> written in 679/1280. It makes use 
of the common Muslim eulogies of Muhammad (in Hebrew charac­
ters’ ), and thus gives the impression that it has heen written 
hy a Muslim. It is an inquiry into prophecy, the revealed 
religions, and their respective claims, and is written with 
such unusual objectivity that only a very close analysis of 
its subtleties (hy D. Baneth) could hear out the contention of 
the Muslim polemists that the author was a Jew. A chronicler 
shows how the agitation originated, and how it ended in an 
outburst of rage (Ihn al-Fuwatl, 441-2, tr. W.Fischel, p.l34-5)>- 
"In this year (683/1284), it became known in Baghdad that 
9 Izz ad-Daula h. Kammuna, the Jew, had written a hook. . . .
The people rose up in excitement and gathered together, in 
order to penetrate into his house and slay him. Thereupon . . .
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the prefect of 'irajc . . . and a group of officials rose . . . 
and summoned the Supreme Judge and the teachers to him, in 
order to clarify the situation. They sought for Ihn Kammuna, 
hut he kept himself hidden. ‘When the Supreme Judge rode to 
prayer on this day, which happened to he a Friday, it happened 
that the crowds prevented his doing so . . . (The prefect) 
went forth to calm the crowds, hut these showered ahuse upon 
him, and accused him of belonging to the party of Ihn Kammuna, 
and of protecting him. Thereupon the Governor ordered, through 
an official, proclamation that they should assemble outside the 
walls of Baghdad the following morning, in order to witness the 
burning of Ihn Kammuna. Thereupon, the people calmed themselves, 
and no longer referred to him. Regarding Ihn Kammuna, he was 
placed in a leather-covered box, and carried to Hilla, where 
his son was secretary; there he spent his days, and also died.” 
Ihn Kammuna discussed without prejudice (bila tarjih) the 
three monotheist creeds. He is known hy other works, philoso­
phical and medical commentaries, and hy a treatise on the dif­
ference between Rabbanites and Karaites. Doubtless the treatise 
displays the same characteristics as the "Inquiry”. Ihn Kam­
muna appears as a reputed Jewish doctor of great scholarly 
attainments, and good social position. (He is called 'izz ad- 
Daula, and also mufti al-farikayn, which would seem to designate 
him head of the Jewish community.) What is interesting about
him is his unique approach to the inter-religious controversy.
He was evidently well aware of his originality; for in 
his works he explains that he had not found his ann point of 
view expressed anywhere in earlier works. The basic argument 
is: It is no good making a fuss about things which are unde-
monstrable; rather should the basic affinities shared in common 
by the various schools of thought be stressed, for the good of 
all; for tolerance is best Ibf all.
An anti-Islamic trend can be discerned in the "Inquiry". 
(Baneth), whilst in the chapter on Judaism Leo Hirschfeld found 
indications of suppressed emotion. But it may be added that 
the author cleverly quotes Samau’al to indicate it. More than 
one£, the author shows that he has drawn, in substance, from 
Yehuda Ha-Levi’s ’Book al-Khazari". In a sense, he reduced 
that volume to a treatise on the religions, without the philo­
sophic and Judaistic components. But while he mentions Samau!al 
al-Maghribl, he says not a word about his own indebtedness to 
Ha-Levi. (Hirschfeld has even called him a filagiarist). But 
he was right in not mentioning a name unknown to, and of no 
interest or authority to the Muslim reader. In the treatise 
on the Differences, etc., he mentions Ha-Levi (H. Hirschfeld, 
Chrestomath, p.72); for the treatise was intended for Jews 
only, whilst the "Inquiry" was intended for Muslims.
The chapter on Judaism in the "Inquiry" is a concise 
account of the state of Muslim polemics against Judaism at the
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end of the thirteenth century. One is tempted to remark that 
this chapter, although written by a non-Muslim, and despite 
its brevity, is the best work of Islamic polemics against 
Judaism.
It consists of: 1) an outline of Bible history (Leo
Hirschfeld, 31-35); 2) a short catechism in which it is
pointed out that the Jewish religion consists of: a) ethical
laws, b) social laws, and c) things which cannot be explained 
rationally (ashya’u la na‘kalu hahnu fa* idata-t-takllfi biha; 
p.3 6; cf. Differences, p.74); 3) a special paragraph on the
Jewish belief in resurrection (p.37* cf. Diff.p.95); 4)
a discussion on abrogation (37 ff-).
There are seven arguments for naskh.
First; the defects of the chain of tradition (inkita/ 
at-tawatur); the horrors of invasion, e.g., Nebuchadnezzar’s, 
did not necessarily mean that the Torah was forgotten. Persia 
lived on under the Greeks; Arabs retained their identity under 
the Abyssinian yoke. The Jews had prophets a century after 
Nebuchadnezzar; which proves the persistence of the Law amongst 
them. As to later times - even a Samau’al al-Maghribi mentions 
the thousands devoted to the study of the Law at various aca­
demies *
Second argument: that only a minority knew the Law.
This looks strange in face of the fact that the attitude of 
the Jews is strict and reverent, as expressed, e.g., in the
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minutiae of the Masora.
The third argument: Anthropomorphism in the scriptures. 
The second commandment (no graven image), and the spiritual 
exegesis, are the reply. For example, Genesis VIII.21, "and 
the LOUD smelled" is strange; hut it must mean "accepted". 
Compare phrases like: "God listened to the prayer".
The fourth argument covers the case of the improper 
stories.
The fifth argument: the Torah does not mention resur­
rection and life after death. Rep&y: Every prophet teaches
his own people in his own time. With the Jews, in the days 
of Moses, the main question was not that of resurrection hut 
idolatry. Nevertheless, the Jews do profess faith in a resur­
rection.
The sixth argument: there is no peimanent miracle to
prove the teaching of Moses. But miracles are temporary, 
only to strengthen the faith, the latter heing itself the 
main thing in religion.
Finally, the scriptures themselves demonstrate the fact 
of abrogation (there is no red heifer; new fasts are added, 
etc.). In the reply the doubts are settled, point hy point.
The conclusion is: All these arguments could he valid
only for one *ho is neither Christian nor Muslim; for a 
Muslim would have to accept, with the Koran, Moses and the
Torah. "That is why Muslims asserjj that the Torah is falsifil
For Islam can he explained and recognised only hy doubting the 
genuineness and divine origin of the Torah.
They say: The dissidents amongst the Jews, i.e., the
Christians, did not recognise the Lav;, whereas non-Muslims 
recognise the validity of the Law of Islam. The reply is:
The one case is a mixing of the few with the many; the other 
case is the mixing of the many with the few. If there were 
non-Jews amongst Jews, they would of necessity accept the 
validity of the Jewish law. But Jews do not like admixtures; 
they are adverse to proselytism; their tenets are unknown to 
strangers; their hooks are written in an alien tongue. Jews 
living amongst Muslims scarcely know the dLements of the teach­
ings of Islam. Muslims themselves do not know all the differ­
ences between one of their own sects and another.
In this chapter toc^  the author pursued his favourite 
method of commenting upon a well-known text; in this instance, 
the Ifham of Samau,al. Along with the one direct reference to 
that hook, there are several indirect ones. The whole chapter 
of accusation, with its seven indictments (I'tirad, also used 
hy Samau,al) follows closely the aaggnents of Samau’al, even 
to his very words. (Fol.45b*); the study of the scriptures was 
neither obligatory nor customary; Ezra’s forgeries; f.44a the 
destructive influence of the eclipse of the State; f.69a is 
a retort to Samau’al’s jibes at the claim that the whole of
* MS. of the Bodleian.
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Jewish learning is "based on mere nakl (Samuii*al, f.5a), Ibn 
Kammuna asserting that only part of it is oral tradition, the 
rest being scriptural, speculative, and based on further re­
search by later generations (ijtihad), whilst the claim that 
all the details of the Jewish tradition can be traced back to 
authorities (tikat) is repudiated by the Jews.
F. 70a proves the reliability of the sages of the Talmud, 
on the same lines as the "Differences" (Ch.I., i.e., as 
Yehuda Ha-Levi).
F. 52b mentions the "later (modem) Jewish authors", who 
have clearly repelled the accusation of tajslm.
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X. UNDER THE MAMLUKS.
The very opposite of Ihn Kammuna1 s work is a tract 
"Masalik an-nazar fi nubuwat sayyid al-bashar" hy Sa'id b.
Hasan of Alexandria.
He claims to he a Jewish scholar. In 697/1298, whilst he 
was ill, he heard a voice urging him to read the surat- 
alhamd. He went to a neighbour, a sworn witness, and repeated 
the Muslim creed. The people in the mosque appeared to him 
"like ranks of angels". He was quick to discover the i*jaz 
of the Horan; for in a few words that hook revealed more than 
pages of the Torah.
Twenty-two years later, when he was living in Damascus, 
he wrote a "Muhit", of which the Masalik formed a part. The 
writing of this tract had a hearing on the agitation of A.H. 
700. The turn of the century evoked new anticipations, as 
also did the approaching completion of 700 solar years from 
the Hijra. Feeling ran high* in connection with the hard 
fight Islamic Egypt had to wage against the Mongols.
Sa*id suggests that the wrath of God was turned upon the 
Muslims for tolerating the cults of the unbelievers. TThen 
Ghazan, having embraced Islam, began his reign with persecu­
tion, his armies proved victorious. So also did the Egyptians 
under al-Malik an-Nasir h. KalVun, a few years later, after 
the churches and synagogues had been closed down. Sa'ld, eager
to do'his part, offered himself for a disputation against 
Christian and Jewish religious leaders; but these did not ap­
pear. Nor did his zeal for the purification of his faith suf­
fer any diminution on that account. That which he was denied 
the opportunity of throwing in the teeth of his opponents, he 
imparted to his readers. One thus obtains a glimpse of the 
kind of arguments which were supplied to the agitators in the 
shadow of the mosque.
Sa*Id writes against the Jews; but he seems to hate the
Christians still more. In the Torah a few "announcements" are
still to be found; whilst the absolute lack of them in the
Gospels
Gospels is proof positive that the/ are forgeries. The Christ­
ians are simply idolators (Weston, 340). The "philosophers" 
fare no better at the hands of the author (Weston, 343*350)• 
These materialists are an ancient school, with Jeroboam as 
their first master.
The language in which the tract is written Is rather poor.
Sa*Id quotes passages from the Bible. But Zechariah is 
the last of the prophets (331); Isaiah is taken for Ezekiel; 
and a wrong quotation is given from the Psalms. The usual 
Ishmael passages axe cited and commented upon. Muhammad’s 
advent is traced back to an earlier date; the rainbow was set 
up in the fiimament to bear witness to the cause of the Prophet. 
Genesis XVI.12 is a prophecy about the power of Islam. Genesis
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XXII.2: "take now thy son, thine only son, Ishmael". Numbers 
XXIV.17*. "there shall come a Star out of Ishmael". I.Kings 
XIII.2: "a child shall be bom unto the house of Ishmael".
Thus the falsification is not only persistent, but ele­
mentary and unimaginative.
The Hanbali Ibn Kayyim al-Jauziya (d.751/1350)* wrote 
"The guidance of the perplexed to reply to the Jews and Christ­
ians" (Hidayat a 1-hayara fi ajwibat al-yahud wa-n-na$ara), 
borrowing freely from his master, Ibn Taymiya. Goldziher 
(kobak's Jeschurun, IX., 1873) remarked that it was in the usual 
strain, so far as biblical criticism was concerned, but was 
better informed about later Jewish lore. In 1907 (Z D M G,6l) 
he remarked (p.867, n.4) that Ibn Kafcryim seems to have taken 
some of his material from Samau’al, whose text had in part been 
made accessible, in the meantime, by Schreiner (1898).
Goldziher did not notice that the text about post-biblical 
lore was in its entirety just a reproduction of Samau*al’s 
text. Samau^l is "the convert" quoted in some passages also 
published by Goldziher (N G W J,XX.,310 f.).
Ibn Kayyim also has a passage about the character of the 
Jews, which reads like an exercise in vilification. Perfidy, 
treachery, intrigue, usury, bribery, wickedness (ab'adu min 
ar-rahma wa-akrabu min an-nakma), stubbornness, hatred - these 
are the ingredients of the Jewish character. Nothing is sacred
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to the Jew. There can he no relying on such people, to -vftiom 
justice and fairness are unknown; and whosoever has dealings 
with them is in jeopardy, particularly those who take advice 
from them (ista* malahum . . . nasi hatan). Amongst these 
people, the most degraded will he regarded as the cleverest; 
and the cleverest will prove to he the craftiest.
The author mentions meetings with learned, influential 
Jews. He asked on£ of them if Muhammad’s triumph would have 
heen possible without divine intervention. The Jew replied 
that Muhammad certainly was nabi sadik. ”1 said to him: Then
why do you not join his religion. He replied: But he waB sent
to the unlettered who had no hook, whilst we have a hook to 
guide us.,f Thereupon, Ihn Kayyim proceeded to pj?ove the 
universal role of the Prophet.
Ihn Kayyim shows off his Hebrew. TChy does the biblical 
verse, Genesis XVII.20, say bi-mod nfod? If it meant, as the 
Jews contend, just jiddan-jiddan, there would he no place for 
the particle hi. But the words refer to Muhammad, which, of 
course, makes sense: making great through Muhammad (la yukalu 
"u'azzimuhu hi-jiddan^jiddan", bi-khilafi "bi-muhammadin" ).
The author also quotes a curious accusation by a Jew 
against the learned Muslims, of sexual perversity, deceit, 
envy, stinginess, treachery and cowardice.
In the Mamluk empire, the thirteenth and fourteenth cen­
turies are distinguished for the efforts made to crush the
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enemies of Islam: the remnants of the crusaders and the new 
heathen power of the Mongols,who were in diplomatic contact 
with the Christian powers with the object of forming a joint 
force against the last stronghold of Islamic rule in Egypt.
This struggle often assumed the character of a holy war, and 
Christians under the Mamluks we re accused of making contact 
with powers outside the state. The religious divergences 
became more marked, discussions more vehement. At any rate, 
this was the case with the theologians and legists. A new 
wave of intolerance seems to have been breaking over the non- 
Muslims of the Mamluk empire, which found expression both in 
persecutions and new enactments, and also in literary produc­
tions. It is from this period onwards that the fatwa is 
frequently employed to expound the general principles under­
lying the status of the ahl ad-dimma, or their actual situation 
to express the complaints against their insolence and asser­
tiveness in public life; or as protests against their churches 
and synagogues. Usually the text begins with certain passages I 
in the Koran and the Tradition directed against the unbelievera 
followed by anecdotes illustrating how the great men of an­
cient Islam knew how to deal with the unbelievers. Sometimes I 
the authorities refused to yield to the demands of the popu­
lace, or at any rate tried to resist them; and, to support 
their authority, secured a fatwa from a well-known jurist.
The dimmis, too, tried to prevail upon the legists to take up I
lij
their cause. The outcome of all this was a polemic between 
the Muslim legists themselves. Ttfhenever the destruction of 
places of worship was demanded, a violent legal controversy 
ensued. If one faction insisted that the churches and syna­
gogues should not be suffered to exist, since they were inno­
vations contravening the "pact of Umar", another faction demand­
ed proof that the buildings concerned had been erected before 
the Muslim conquest. And the "tributaries" had recourse to 
subterfuge to establish the fact that the buildings were far 
older than their enemies had said.
There is a collection of documents on the synagogues of 
Cairo in the beginning of the fourteenth century, which is a 
good illustration of the foregoing.
The Jews assemble in a big place which is, to outward 
appearance, only the house of one of them, and there they 
perform all their ritual. The wazir ordered an investigation 
(istikshaf) by the heads of the four madhabs. It was recom­
mended that the Jewish service should be prohibited; for it 
introduced heathen ritual, and was, therefore, worse than 
wine-bibbing, or keeping a house of prostitution. Of course, 
there would be no objection to the Jews assembling in the 
modest, certified synagogues under the conditions of dimma. 
That being permissible, it might then be hoped that they would 
one day embrace Islam. Let them discover for themselves the
superiority of Islam. Muslims, however, must exact the poll-tax 
from the Jews, and also keep them in subjection, in order to 
induce them to embrace Islam. Indeed, this is the main object 
for which the Muslims leave them alone in the few recognised 
synagogues. Even these cannot be actually permitted, but mere­
ly tolerated. For permission (jawaz) implies a decision of the 
canon law; and how could such a decision be given in a case 
which implies the permissibility of unbelief?
If a man is not satisfied with this, desires to be more 
liberal, then he is showing too much generosity.
The Jews were given a hearing, and put forward their 
arguments. They demanded the reopening of the synagogues, 
which had been closed down, and asserted that their closing 
was a violation of the Jewish rights. "One of the best replies 
was that made by that great scholar Taki ad-Din b. Taymlya"
(d. 728/1328).
His first proceeding was to repudiate the claims of the 
Jews. They claimed to have been wronged. Well, that was not 
the opinion (ijma*) of the Muslims. If the Imam decided to 
demolish all the synagogues to the glory of the true faith, 
even that, nevertheless, would be no injustice. If the Jews 
refused to obey the order, they would be violating the "pact", 
and their blood 7/ould be upon their own heads. But the Jews 
are trying to base their rights on the "pact". That is mere 
crude deception: Cairo was 'founded more than JOO years after 
Umar, and consequently the "pact of Umar" could not include
Cairo. Under the pact, the Jews are prohibited from erecting 
new synagogues, even on territory occupied under a peace 
treaty; still more in a town built by Muslims, Moreover,
Egypt was a conquered territory, not one which was occupied in 
peace. Then the question arises: How did it come about that
the Jews were allov^ ed to build several synagogues in Cairo?
The explanation is that for 200 years Egypt was under non- 
Muslim rule - that of the Fa^ imids; and no less a personage 
than Ghazall himself exposed the contacts between it and the 
infidels.
To put an end to the difficult situation, stringent 
measures v/ould have to be resorted to. The poll-tax must be 
exacted; and this would also alleviate the position of the 
treasury, "especially in these times, when it stands in need 
of the means to pay the expenses of the holy war". Surely it 
is only right that the Jews should be made to pay; for they 
are stubborn infidels.
This is the strict, consistent, though extreme attitude of 
a legist. But it is of interest to note that he has to stab 
at the unnamed opponents who avowed a more moderate and liberal 
attitude. The Jews, on their part, would date their synagogues 
from the time of Moses, Ezra and the Second Temple. One of 
them even expressed his "stubbornness" in the ironic retort:
God imposed unbelief upon me, and yet is dissatisfied?
"If God wishes me to be an infidel,
Well, I am content this wish to follow."
At this period, the heads of the Jewish community in 
Egypt appear to have been prominent physicians. It is under­
standable, therefore, that attacks should have been made on 
Jewish physicians.
Earlier, a faklh from Fas, questioned about the elegant 
appearance of a Jewish doctor whom it was hard to distinguish 
from a Muslim, replied that the main thing is to persevere in 
humiliating the infidels: No turban for him, no horse to ride, 
no yellow-coloured garments (for it is the colour of the 
pious of ancient Islam).
Extravagant allegations are made in the K. al-Mnkhtar fi- 
kashf al-asrar, by al-Jaubari. The fifth chapter is "to dis­
close the falseness of the Jewish men of learning".
"Know that this people is most cunning, contemptible, 
unbelieving and hypocritical. They are the most virulent in 
all that they do, when they would appear to be the most humi­
liated and unfortunate. They are accursed, and bad luck is 
their portion. If they remain alone with a man, they will 
kill him; they put some sort of sleeping-draught into his 
food, and then murder him. . . (Full recipe) . . . They are 
the greatest of unbelievers, and also very treacherous. So 
beware, and keep clear of their company. They have no belief 
(? kaul), and no religion . . . (Jewish apothecaries) . . . 
Anong them are the physicians. They know many secrets unknown 
to anyone else, e.g., how to make the distant near, and the 
strong weak. If one of them wishes to heal a man . . .  he will
effect it in a couple of days; but if he wants to play a trick 
on him, he will first neglect to maintain the strength of the 
patient until it diminishes; then he will prescribe good mede- 
cine for him for three days, after which he will cause the 
patient to suffer from some other malady; and so on, thus reap­
ing a rich harvest from the patient. If the patient has an 
heir, the latter will give the doctor a hint; for a certain 
remuneration the doctor will weaken the patient little by little, 
until he finally dies. Again, if the patient has a wife who 
wishes for his death, she will say to the doctor: ’Oh, doctor, 
by God, if my husband is dead, then give me the good tidings, 
and you shall be favoured. 1 The doctor: ’He will improve; but 
I could give him something to take which would weaken him until 
he perishes.’ Then the woman, poor in reasoning power and faith, 
and bent on her husband’s death, will say to the doctor: ’You 
do what you like, and you shall have from me whatever you 
desire’ . The doctor, not satisfied with promises (wu'ud), 
demands cash (nukud).” In this way, the doctor is able to 
blackmail the woman, and even seduce her.
WasitI, in Egypt, in the thirteenth-fourteenth century, 
tells the story of the Jewish physician who admitted that Jews 
are at liberty to shed the blood of those #10 desecrate the 
Sabbath. He even dramatises the story: The sick doctor,
Musa (Maimonides ?) made the admission when he was moved by 
the kind visit of al-Kadi al-Fadil (p. 397/430).
The bitterest attack of this kind is that in Ibn §ajjfs
al-MadMial (d. A.H. 737) (IV.107-114, ed. 1348/1929). No 
good, can come of treatment by unbelieving physicians or ocu­
lists. They think they betray their faith if they help a 
Muslim. Whosoever desecrates the Sabbath is in danger, if 
treated by one of them. They fool people by deceptive medi­
cines which bring only temporary relief, and cause graver dis­
turbances. They are eager to kill learned and pious Muslims 
in this way. Their advice is not to be relied upon. A drug
cannot be tested: the dead tell no tales. Some people go to
a non-Muslim
a Muslim doctor; but consult/at the same time. The matter is 
a real scandal where women and the examination of them is con­
cerned. The argument that it is permissible to consult a non- 
Muslim doctor is wrong. It is allowed only in cases of necessi­
ty; but there are so many Muslim doctors. People rob the 
Muslim doctors of the opportunity of gaining experience, and 
thus prevent them from becoming experts.
Instructive stories are related. The unbelievers have a 
hold over the Muslims in three fields of activity: medicine, 
ophthalmology, .and accountancy; with the result that they have 
at their disposal both the bodies and the resources of the 
believers.
Ibn Hajj advises: Buy Muslim. Do not help the unbeliever, 
help your brethren. The prosperous unbeliever employs Muslims, 
and is thus in a position to command them. In the matter of 
cleanliness, there is no confidence to be placed in a dimml.
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After all, they believe it is no sin to deceive a MusLim. But 
nowadays people do not see the difference between buying from 
a believer and from a non-Muslim; some even prefer to deal 
with Ahl-al-kitab, under various pretexts, both nonsensical 
and illegal. People should beware about hiring a Jewish or 
Christian servant (re women) (164 f.). Meat may be bougjbt from 
a non-Muslim only if it is of the kind the vendor himself is 
permitted to eat (184).
Wasitl (p.397/430-1) relates anecdotes about the spiteful 
tricks of Jews, and asks (p.415/457): How can Muslims trust 
people whose religion permits them to rob the Muslims of their 
money by usury?
This agitation, it would seem, did not meet with success; 
but it was nevertheless carried on, and not only against 
Jewish doctors. Usually, it was aimed at Christians as well.
A century later, in A.H.852, a decree is mentioned pro­




"God guided me, some sixteen years ago, to the “belief in 
Muhammad. . . . Then, thank God, my family and children, and all 
upon whom God’s mercy rested, embraced Islam, through me, and 
joined me.
"Then, when God “bestowed upon me what, out of His great 
goodness, He was pleased to, some scholars of the town of Ceuta 
- may the Lord strengthen them, and protect their town! - ad­
vised me to compose a treatise on what the Jews - God’s curse 
“be upon them! - maintain in error: abominable infidelity, poly­
theism, and futile unbelief, such as the repudiation of the 
mission of our Master, Muhammad. This treatise was to wipe 
out the faith of the Jews. I asked for God’s help . . . and 
set about the task, as a kind of devotion (takarrub ila-Allah). 
Accordingly, I made use of clear arguments and irrefutable 
proofs, to demonstrate the fallacies the Jews adhere to, and to 
counteract their insolence and lack of education. With this 
object in view, I confined myself to the matter contained in 
their forged scriptures,so that they might have no way of deny­
ing or bely ingr* it at all. Thus, the treatise will be the 
best refutation, the most eloquent in argument, and the best i: 
polemics."
Tberffle circumstances led the convert *Abd al-Hakk al-1 si ami,
to write an anti-Jewish tract. It was written under the 
Merinid prince, Abu Firas 'Abd al-*AzIz I I .  al-Muntasir (796-9 /  
1393-6).
The advice to write came originally from Abu-Zayd #Abd ar- 
Rahman, the son of the hajib Ahmad al-Kaba*ili, whose whole 
family was put to death in 802/1400. The invocations were 
altered in the later version quoted above. The conversion, 
then, must have taken place about rj80, and the convert was in 
contact with the highly-placed family of the Kaba’ills.
There are five chapters: Announcements; abrogation;
Jewish attacks on prophets and kings; anthropomorphism and 
forgery in the text of the Torah; the glory .of the Prophet in 
the scriptures. The object is to put into the hands of Muslim* 
who do not yet suspect the vileness of the Jewish faith, a 
short manual. If the Muslims knew that the Jews wre not even 
monotheists, they would not consent to exacting the poll-tax, 
and maintaining the status of ahl ad-dimma for the Jews; and 
would do away with such practices as ritual cursing of the 
believers and their kings. The scriptures daould be expurgate
The Jews build their laws on Gematria-quibbling. The 
author is quick to employ it for his own purposes. "I am 
going to cast back at them their own stones, and flog them 
with their own assertions, taking my arguments from their own 
books."
Here are a few examples:-
There was a righteous king in Israel called Ahab. He 
was of the faith of Muhammad; and that is precisely why the 
Jews hate him. A king of Rum (Aram! ) invaded his country, 
and demanded the surrender to him of the victory-ensuring 
banner on which the name of Muhammad was inscribed. A prophet 
urges Ahab not to surrender, and promises help, if the people 
will put their faith in Muhammad. This refers to I. Kings XX. 
6, and the words: "mahmad renekha" - "whatsoever is pleasant 
in thine eyes", are explained as "Muhammad *inayatuka".
The "great lights" of Genesis I.l6 are, in their numerical 
value, 98, which is the value of the name of the Prophet, plus 
6 for Friday, the day of the mosque service. Incidentally, 
the text is a forgery; originally it said that God created the 
lights out of the Light of our Master, Muhammad.
Genesis XII.2: "I will make of thee a great nation" (w$- 
akhluku minka muhammadan); for, evidently, the Jews being humi­
liated, the description holds true only for the people of the 
Apostle. In Genesis XII.9*. "toward the south" (hannegba) - 65 
= Mecca, i.e., Abraham went to Mecca, and the Muslims are his 
followers.
Abrogation. Deuteronomy XVIII,15-19 predicts it. The 
Jews added to the law, e.g., the benediction over the scrAll of 
Haman. Haman lived a thousand years after Moses; so it is 
clearly a case of post-Mosaic addition. (The author forgot that 
in the Koran, XL.24, Haman is a contemporary of Moses, and
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adviser to Pharaoh. ) Or take the rules of r«ruh, or kindling 
the fire of the Sabbath - they are inventions of the rabbis, 
proving the practice of abrogation of the scriptural word. As 
Jeremiah said (VII.28): ”. . . truth is perished, and is cut 
off from their mouth. 11
The Jews have the crudest notions of God: Genesis I, 2$, 
man in God’s image; Genesis VI.4, God’s repentance; Genesis 
VIII.21, God smelling; Numbers XV.7> wine-offering to God; 
Genesis XVIII.21, God has to descend to see what is going on 
in Sodom; Deuteronomy XIV.1 and Exodus IV. 22, children of God; 
Isaiah L.l, your mother’s (Lthe wife of God!) divorce; Exodus 
XXIV.9-10, God was seen; ’Cherub ims” is translated al-waladani; 
Deuteronomy IV.24, God a consuming fire; the stories of Lot, 
of Judah and Tamar; Moses the offspring of an illicit marriage; 
Aaron and the golden calf.
Jews curse Muslims, particularly a Jew converted to Islam. 
They practise usury. They regard the Gentile as a dog, and 
throw to him the meat prohibited to them.
The tone is vulgar. Pretensions at strict logic abound, 
as do curses and eulogies. The material is mainly from the 
Pentateuch.
In the West we find a case of Muslims on the defensive.
In Christian Aragon, many Jews were rich, educated and influen­
tial; whilst the Moriscos were not. In discussion,the Jews
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were freer, of course, than in a Muslim state. Bitterness 
against them is expressed on this account, in 1 Strengthening 
the Faith" (Ta’yid al-Milla), by Abu Zakariya Yahya ar-Rakill 
(Asin Palacios in Melanges H. Derenbourg, P.1909, pp.343^ 59) 
about I36O.
"As I saw the changes wrought by time and the corruption 
caused, science vanishing in the absence of its carriers, es­
pecially in the p&lytheistic country, where we dwell cut off 
from our brethren, and devoid of knowledge; and when I saw . , . 
Jews loosen their tongues in lying and abuse against our prophet, 
Muhammad, denying his religion and prophetic call ... I asked 
God ... to assist me against them ... I then read the Torah, 
the Psalms and the books of the prophets, and extracted from 
them passages and evidences by which to refute the Jews, to 
show how G-od had put them to shame and cursed them, and called 
them unbelievers for tampering with the scriptures, and viola­
ting the covenant ..." ( 36I - 2 ) .  God chastised them by a per­
manent dispersion (al-ghalut ad-dafim), which means slavery 
and humiliation, in which they find themselves (3 6 5).
The book is a short manual for disputations against Jews. 
The Arabic is poor, and the author himself asks the reader, in 
moving phrases, to forgive him for his slips (fi ma lahantu), 
as he is not equipped for his task, and it was only dire need, 
and the sight of the lights of knowledge going out, that drove 
him to write his manual (*adda li-l-munazarat wa-1-ilpiiijaj ).
"We ask God . . . that He may take us out of the land of poly­
theism to the Muslim countries” (3 6 6).
There are five chapters: On Ishmael, abrogation, scrip­
tural evidences about the Prophet, the miracles of Muhammad, 
and the transgressions of the Jews.
Chapter I. The benediction (baraka) of Ishmael is better 
than the covenant (rahd) of Isaac. Hagar was wife, not concu­
bine to the patriarch. She was not a mean slave,-but the 
daughter of an Egyptian prince. Even a slave can be a prophet. 
Joseph was a prophet whilst he was Potiphar's slave. Jacob lab 
boured under Laban. Genesis XXXVIII., the descent of David 
disproves Jewish claim to nobility.
Chapter II. is very shallow. God repented having created 
man, and brought the deluge. This is a proof of abrogation. 
(The author does not realise the difficulty - taghayyur - 
stressed by others.) The sacrifice of Isaac was prevented.
God promised to make of Ishmael a great nation, kh& so there 
is no reason why revelation should be withheld from it.
Chapter V. The Torah does not mention a future life, 
Paradise, or resurrection.
The admonition of the Torah has been fulfilled. "Your 
name has become a byword, and people swear: *If not, then may 
God turn me into a Jew!*"
Probably the treatise served as a model for some Aragonese 
tracts for the use of Moriscos. Later,the more difficult
words were explained, and glosses added in Aragonese, written 
in Arabic characters.
Here the polemic seems to have come to a standstill.
Larger books include chapters about Jews (e.g., MakrizI, 
Kalkashandl, the historians, such as, for example, Ibn Khaldun). 
But these are rather outside our scope. In the eighteenth 
century, there is to be noted the book of Ziyada b. Yahya, a 
very learned Christian convert who had a follower, maybe in the 
nineteenth century, who wrote a Bisala Sab'iya bi-ibta 1 ad- 
diyana al-yahudiya, enumerating seven reasons for embracing 
Islam. Asked by Jews why he had embraced Islam, the author of 
the Bisala replied that the humiliation of the Jews compelled 
him to search in the prophets for explanations of that state, 
and of the greatness of the Muslim. He saw then that a man 
like Muhammad must have been foretold. Also, that the ancient 
foundations of the temple-sacrifice, purity, do not exist any 
more. Then it dawned on him that the Jews are accursed as pre­
dicted in Deuteronomy XXVII .-XXVIII., and fooled by their 
teachers. So nothing prevented him from embracing Islam. He 
had only to renounce the yoke of ritual, dietary laws, and 
utterances against Christ and his mother, to feel himself free. 
He had,fto tear out of his heart the hatred implanted in it 
against the other nations". The Jewish faith is a dead corpse. 
In 1211/1796 the Persian fakih Sayyid Muhammad Mahdi al-
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Tab at aba* I held, a disputation with the Jews of Dti-l-Kifl, a 
Jewish shrine. There is a short account of the disputation, 
which is unique in that it almost assumes the foim of a dia­
logue, and is absolutely free from abuse.
The fatwa literature may, on closer examination, add 
something; e.g., a series of decisions was issued in 1252/1836^ 
in Fas, and repeated in 1898. The subject was the building of 
a Jewish hammam. Twelve decisions were given, only one in 
favour of the Jews. The main theme is that Jews must be humi­
liated; life must be made so miserable for them as to force 
them into conversion. Therefore, a public bath being a plea­
sure, to allow it to be built would be against the policy 
pursued. The Jews are aliens, without any rights. A bath 
would be a generous grant, in contravention of the Koran, 
LVIII.,22. The argument in favour was: "It is beneficial to 
the state to retain the Jews and their money, as is done in 
Tunis. But let their hammam be inferior to that of the 
believers’1 (H M M, 1909* p.112 seq.).
XII. THE CONTROVERSY: AIT OUTLINE.*
"It is surprising how little Muslim authors have to say 
about the Jews? 1 "The Jews never seem to have provoked the 
same ill-feeling as the Christians. .. . Still their reputa­
tion was not altogether good. They were looked upon as an
inferior people, who were occasionally allowed the crumbs
2that fell from their masters* table."
"Jew" is a term of abuse.^  "Apes" is the usual epithet 
applied to Jews (X.37)* Al-Jlli (XIV. century) writes of 
them in a different strain; he is even afraid to tell the 
whole truth about their good qualities and laws, lest he 
create confusion in the mind of good Muslims.^ But he is a 
mystic and an exception. Elsewhere hatred predominates, even 
in such popular works as the Antar-romance.^
The polemic literature is based on veiy vague notions.
"It is astonishing how little even well-educated Muslims know
£
about other religions."
* The number after X. refers to the page of the present study.
1 Tritton, 92. 2 It.,95-  ^J B A  S, 1931. P-330.
Goldziher, Geiger's Zeitschrift, 1875, pp.68-79*
G^oldziher, M G W J, 1880, 257 seq.; B. Heller, S I  J, 1927,
113 seq.
6 E G. Browne, L H P, II.,529, n.3 .
Beside MusLim scholars, such as Ihn Hazm and garafl, we 
find converts writing on the subject: Sa*id b. Hasan, al- 
I si ami, foremost amongst them Samau * al al-Maghribi. Th eee 
were but poor instructors, only too apt to be misleading.
This lessens the value pf polemic writings.
Early Islam was not anxious for conversions. The instruc- 
tions to the army-chief, sent to Yemen, were "not to 
seduce a Jew from his Judaism".1 But in later times, the 
fatwas repeatedly stress that humiliation opens the way to 
conversion (X. 114, 127).
Conversions' were festive occasions and were celebrated 
both in the mosque and outside it, especially if the convert 
happened to d>e a prominent Jew. In 701/1301, in Cairo, a 
physician, dayyan-al-Yahud, decided, with many followers, to 
embrace Islam. He went to the dar al-radl, the mufti’s office, 
where he was received with great honour; and at a reception 
held afterwards at his house the whole of the Koran was read.2 
He was given robes of honour, and when he walked in the streets 
he was greeted with tambourines and cheers and cries of "Allah 
akbar".^ a sermon was preached in Samau’al’s honour (X.73).4*
1 an la yuftana; Baladuri, Futuh, 71.
 ^G-oldziher, R E J 43, p.l seq. and v.60, p. 37 **•
 ^Ibn Katir ap. Fagnan, Melanges Derenbourg, 113 f.
4 ‘Cf. Benjamin’s Acht Jahre, p. 74 f.
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Brequently the convert took the name of the Kadi who 
accepted him into the faith and is known as Isra’ili or 
I si ami.1
In the stories of conversions emphasis is often laid on
divine intervention, visions, impressions made hy Muslim
2rites; e.g., hy a Muslim funeral.
The outlines of the discussion were fixed at a very early 
date, and were entirely theological. Nevertheless, it served 
practical purposes, when Jews played a prominent part in 
public life. The crusades and the Mongol menace sharpened 
the polemic, and altered its character from a literary to a 
practical one. The fatwas of that time are concerned with 
practical problems, such as the demolition of synagogues (X. 
112). They circulated widely, and served to strengthen the 
morale of the people. The Muslims, it was said, had to make 
atonement for their sins by being punished. Ibn Taymlya said 
of Hulagu: he is to the Muslims what Nebuchadnezzar was to 
the B. Isra’Il.^
Whereaat the Scriptures were the central point of the 
anti-Christian polemic, so that Pritsch (134 f.) has only 
scanty notes on abrogation, the anti-Jewish polemic centres 
round it. This was because of the Jewish opposition to reve­
lations other than the Old Testament (P.L. 322 f.); for it
1 Dozy, s.v. 2 Goldziher R E  J 30 & 4 3.
 ^Rasa’il, 140; Goldziher, Z D M G 62, p.26.
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was ” a perpetual covenant throughout their generations”. 
(Exodus XXXI.16). The Muslims tried to invalidate this hy 
pointing to a text where the words ”for ever” meant for the 
duration of a lifetime.'*'
To Ihn Hazm, abrogation is a part of the problem of 
tahrlf: if the text is a forgery, there is no need to prove 
that it was abrogated. His comments on abrogation merely 
serve to show up the contradictions between passages. For 
example, the Jews do not offer up the Paschal sacrifices, 
because they are no longer in Palestine, and have no temple.
Then they should also abolish the practice of eating only un-
2  ^leavened bread at the Passover. But to Juwajrni^  the belief
in naskh leads to belief in tahrlf.
Although authors frequently mix up the problems, it is
nevertheless clear that in this problem the anti-Jewish polemic
exercised a considerable influence on Islamic theology (X.9 6).
Every compendium of theology has to treat of abrogation when
dealing with the Koran, and the Jews are mostly referred to as
opposing abrogation, for it implies change in G-od.
The formula of a Christian oath includes the threat that
if the oath be found to be false, the Christian shall be
punished by being made like the Jews. The oath of a Jew
Goldziher, Die Sabbatinstitution, ch. IV.; Saadia, 128 seq.
0 Gomez, par. IX.
■7 i n
' Schreiner, Z D M G 42, pp.620,660 ff.; now/ed. Luciani of the 
Irshad, p.175 seq.
threatens that if his oath he false, he will have to accept 
abrogation and change in God.'1’
The Christian origin of the theory of abrogation is 
stressed by fAli at-Tabarl (135 f*): Christians had repudiated 
before Islam the sacrifices and the priests, circumcision, 
and "an eye for an eye".
A later development of Judaism is bidlfe unlawful inno-
2vation.
Abrogation of the Mosaic Law is a necessary preliminary 
to accepting Muhammad as a prophet, but some Jews try to 
trick Muslims by recognising Muhammad without acknowledging 
such abrogation.
Baghdadi (9 f.,263) stresses the point. For many Jews^  
resorted to subterfuge: Muhammad may have been endowed not 
only with kingship but also with prophecy; but he had been 
sent to those who had not yet received the scriptures.^
The acceptance of this view is even obligatory for tribu­
taries. Malik laid it down that tributaries may say that
*Umari, Ta'rif, 151 ff.
2 Goldziher, Vorlesungen, 378*
 ^And Christians: Fritsch, 132 seq.
4 KirkisanI, 3^ 9; Shahrastani, 165. Rivlin, p.147; Fried- 
laender, J Q R NS.III., ch.I.-III.; Mittwoch, p.846.
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Muhammad w*s not sent to them; hut if they say that he was no 
prophet or apostle, or if they attack the Koran, they are 
liable to he put to death (which is also the law in the case 
of a Muslim).'1'
Shaibani (VITI.c.) writes:
They cling to the formal text that Muhammad was sent to 
the unlettered. So, if any of them declares that Muhammad 
is the Apostle of G-od, it does not mean he is a Muslim. He 
becomes a Muslim only when he renounces his former faith, at 
the same time that he avows himself a Muslim, saying: 111 am 
a Muslim", or "I embrace Islam". But until then he is not 
to be regarded as a Muslim. One must interrupt the faith- 
avowing Jew, and then (fa-ida-stafsaxtuhu) the Jew is sure 
to explain: Muhammad is the apostle for you, not for us. 2
The notion that G-od sends different prophets according to 
the needs of different countries, etc., was widely held. This 
idea is elaborated in the Epistles of the Pure Brethren, IV.
22 seq. The prophet is the physician: different maladies call 
for different treatment^ . Yet the effort Af all is directed 
towards healing. All the prophets and all the creeds teach 
the same lessons. People who deny abrogation show that they 
fail to distinguish between religion (din) and shari'a, a syst< 
of canon law.-^  There is a retort to this in Ibn Daud (p.74): 
even if a non-Jew has visions, it is only to glorify the Jewisfl 
people, as we find in the cases of Balaam and Cyrus.
The Epistles, IV.22, dwell on the Jewish-Christian
1 Amar, 1.527 f. 2 R E J 28, p.91.
 ^Cf. IChayyat 25; Epistles, IV.178; Ijl, p.188.
objection to Muhammad* s claim to prophecy: He was too much 
the earthly ruler. But the author rejects this view, for it 
is incorrect, as may be seen from the beginnings of Islam.
True, in Medina kingdom was added to prophecy, but as a later 
element, and not because of the prophet’s lust for power and 
worldly goods; but rather because, as Ardashir has already
said, religion and empire are twins, 1 as we also learn from
2the examples of Joseph, David and Solomon.
If Muhammad was a prophet, there must be references to him 
in the scriptures. These a* lam must be searched for, also in 
accordance with Koranic claims. Stories about the disputa­
tions of the Apostle were invented.^  Collections of arlam have 
been preserved from the IX. century (X.12-14,34)
llpisties, IV. 172: Moses finds in the Taurat the descrip­
tion of a people who are almost prophets in their subtle dis­
cernment, and wishes to belong to them, upon which he is 
assured by God that he, Moses, is a Muslim. 5
1 Goldziher, Z D M G 62, p.2, note.
2 The dismissal of Muhammad as a temporal ruler is usual 
amongst Jewish authors. Cf. al-Fasi’s Lexicon, ed. Skoss,
1.193; Maimonides* Epistle to Yaman; Shahr ast anl, 1 6 5.
 ^Hirschfeld J Q H 10, 100 seq.
 ^Cf. Fritsch 76 seq.; W. St.Clair, Tisdall, Manual, 193 seq.
5 On later use of such testimonies, cf. Browne, L H P  IV., 204, 
214 n.; Goldziher, R E J 49; Schmidt Zapiski, 1916.
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Playing about with "announcements" apparently gave rise to 
\
the proverb : "Be a real Jew; or else do not play about with 
the Torah".
These essays in exegesis demanded that the appropriate 
Muslim data be fitted into the biblical framework, and vice
pversa. Ismail is brought in to connect Abraham with Muhammad, 
and frequently plays a role in the rivalries between Arab fac­
tions.^ "Thine only son", of Genesis XXII., is translated
4
"thine elder son". After much doubt Ishmael was accepted by 
all Muslims as "the sacrifice” Then Abu-l-Fida* became the 
usual kunya for those who bore that name.^
"Testimonies" raise the question whether or not use should 
be made of the scriptures. These do not come up to Muslim ex­
pectations, since they were falsified-tahrlf (Koran, 11.39*73; 
111.64; IV.48; V.45; XLI.6). In this case, then, the Muslim 
should cease looking for testimonies in them. Ibn ^ azm very 
nearly accepts this view. Yet even he could not resist the 
temptation to quote a few testimonies.
The theoretical approach was elaborated at a very early 
date (X.31 f.). Tabarsi (XII. century) puts the matter in a 
nutshell: "I acknowledge the prophetic call of Jesus and his
 ^Quoted by Goldziher, Z. A T W, 1893* from Maidani II.,101.
2 ^Noeldeke, Amalek.  ^Goldziher, M.St. I.,99,178 f.
 ^Goldziher, Richtungen, 79 ff•
5 Cf. Jabarl, Ann., 289-309; St. P.L. 270 f.
book . . . and I repudiate the prophecy of any Jesus who did 
not recognise the prophecy of Muhammad and his hook, or did 
not announce to his own people the advent of Muhammad1 (p.212), 
The accusation of forgery of or in the holy hooks is an 
old one. Jews hring it against Sadduccees; Christians against 
Jews; the Koran against the people of the hook; and it was 
"soon enough visited upon orthodox Islam, against which the 
identical accusation was brought forward hy Shiism11.'1'
The idea that only small portions of the scriptures are 
of divine origin is very old. The ten commandments were not
included in the Jewish prayers lest the schismatics should
2say that they alone are of divine origin. Ihn Hazm propounds 
a similar view - that only a chapter in Deuteronomy is of 
divine origin.
If the scriptures are forgeries, then the Apostle of 
God could not refer to them. The entire "biblical1 structure 
of Islam (Ibrahim, Isma*Il, etc.) is then undermined, and the 
testimonies are of no avail. Hence believing in the scriptures 
is of no use; nor is not believing more helpful. This is the 
problem for the Muslims, and it might have remained vague had 
it not been for the taunts levelled at them both by Jews and
Christians.^ The Muslims, then, had to find some way out of
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Friedlaender, J Q E, N S III.1J. Cf. St.P.L. 320; Khayyat, 
6,41,107; Schreiner, Z D M G $2, 466.
2 A. Buchler, in Judaica, Festschrift H. Cohen, p.295; Berg- 
mann, 65,1 0 9.
3 Jahiz, 19-28; KirkisanI and *A1I b. Sulayman, Z A,26.
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the dilemma. Goldziher1 classifies their efforts into three 
groups:- 1) The scriptures are from God, hut only the Muslim 
interpretation is correct; 2) The scriptures are forgeries;
3 ) The major portion is authoritative, hut many passages are 
distorted or forged.
The first view was held hy many, and Ihn Hazm felt hound 
to contest it (X.5 8). Ihn Khaldun thinks that if there was 
any distortion, it was not the deliberate action of the rahhis 
(ghayr mu'tamad). In general, the scriptures seem to him to he
preliable. The second view is represented hy Ihn §azm. The
third view, whilst a hopeless conglomeration, is nevertheless
the most common. Indeed, the weakness of the case seems to hav<
bden realised, and as a result the use of the scriptures was
avoided. al-Bika/i (d. 1480) Y/as accused of concealing the
Koran hy referring to the scriptures too often. He had to
justify himself, and he proves that the leading authorities of
Islam made use of the scriptures.^  It is not in the text hut
in the interpretation hy the people of the hook that the change 
4occur.
c as to
There is a fatwa hy Ihn Taymlyay whether a Muslim is
1 Z D M G, 3 2,365-3 7 0. 2 K. al-'lbar, II.,6,8 3.
 ^St.L.P.,389 seq. ^ Cf. Shahrastani 1 6 5.
 ^Decisions, I.306, ed.1326.
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permitted to curse the Bible. He says that a Muslim who 
cursed the Torah should he given the chance to repent; and if 
he did not repent, he should he put to death. But if it he 
proved that the accused cursed the faith of the Jews of his 
day, that is no sin (fa-la ba*sa), for they and their religion 
are accursed. The same holds good if the Muslim cursed the 
Torah they possess, and it is clear that he implied that the 
Torah was distorted, as if he said: ,!This falsified Torah was 
abrogated”. Conclusion: ”God knows best”. The vagueness of 
the severe Hanbalite is an illustration of the general confu­
sion on the subject.
If forgery, either of the whole or merely of parts, he 
admitted, then the question arises, how, when, and hy whom it 
was carried out.
The suggestion was put forward that, since the Jews had 
not been numerous, it was easy enough to mislead them,*1* and 
that, owing to the vicissitudes of their history, the original 
text was lost, Even Ihn Bawandi might he considered the 
forger. Usually, Ezra is branded as the man who reconstructed 
the text with forgeries, or gave it out that his inventions 
were the ancient text. Ihn Kammuna and al-Bi^afi argue against 
these views. The main Joint is the validity of tradition.
1 BazI - ap. Schreiner, Z D M G, 42,641.
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Sometimes the question is complicated hy a discussion on the 
value of indirect evidence in general.'1' But the search for 
incongruities in the text was far more diligent than the search 
for solutions to the questions involved.
Muslim authors had vague ideas about the scriptures, and 
this, doubtless, explains the very low level of the discussion.
The mistakes and falsifications of the quasi-translators only
2 -radded to the confusion. Makrlzl mixes up Deuteronomy, the 
Mishna, and perhaps the Mishne Torah of Maimonides.^
More abysmal was the ignorance of Jewish post-biblical 
lore. It is but rarely mentioned, and there is a Karaite
strain in the arguments concerning it.
Muslims held that misconceptions which the Jews entertain 
about their scriptures are largely the result of their anthro­
pomorphic beliefs. This view is corroborated by Koranic pas­
sages: V.,69j IX.JO. The accusation is common, and has caused 
discussion among the Jews themselves.2*'
To bear out this contention, material was brought forwardl 
both from the Bible and the Haggada. Here again the Karaite 
strain can be discerned, though in all probability even older I
1 Cf. Fritsch,59; Kraus, B S 0, 19, p.101,104,120,125;
Hazm I.,192 f, 197 fT.
 ^G-oldziher, Z D M G-, 32,348 seq.; Schreiner in the Kohut vohJ
498.
5 Khit.II.,475*
^ Bawidowicz, Tarbiz.VI., Ho. 3 > 46ff., 74 f; Z. Zobel, E.J., s.vl 
-Anthropomorphism.
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material influenced the discussion (X.21-24). Yet sometimes 
the attitude is more fair. Jahiz (54 f. ) at least distinguishes 
between different Jewish views on 'Uzair. ShahrastanI (169 f.) 
is aware of the tendency to avoid difficulties by introducing 
an intermediary between God and this world. ^
2Anthropomorphism is discussed by all the authors. 
Zamakhsharl (11.406): it has been said that if there is any 
anthropomorphism in Islam, it was inculcated by the Jews.
One aspect of anthropomorphism is the objectionable stories 
of God’s messengers and prophets. The stories of Lot and the 
golden calf are often quoted. Another point is that the Bible 
has nothing to say about the hereafter.
The triumph of Islam is a proof that it is true.^ The 
Jews have been abandoned and exposed to humiliation; and they a 
are sinister in character. They are being punished by God.
The Koran corroborates this: 11.58,61; III.27; V.52,56,62. Let 
them remain in subjection, and pay the poll-tax (IX.29). This
1 On Tafwld cf. Priedlaender, J Q R, HS.III., ch.5; Ash'arl, 
Makalat, 5&5; Khayyat, 4 2,56; Poznansky, R E J, $0, 10 seq.
 ^Cf. Clair-Tisdall, Manual, 106-7; Sa'adia 86,59,14 f.
 ^ 'All Tabari 4 6 ,5 0 ff., 104 f.,141.
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attitude is strictly maintained in any legal decision.1 It 
was emphasized in cases where the Jews occupied prominent 
positions, as in the Spain of Ihn Hazm, in the heathen Mongol 
Empire, and even under Christian domination (Rakill).
The virtue of generosity was shared out in the proportion 
of nine parts to the Arabs, and the remaining one to the rest 
of the world. The Jews received nine parts of humiliation 
(dilla), and the rest was shared out amongst all mankind. This 
notion seems to have heen borrowed from a Jewish source (]£id- 
dushin, 49b) which allotted nine measures of lechery to the 
Arabs.2
The critic explains the fine poetry of a converted Jew as 
a "combination of two humiliations - that of love, and that of 
Judaism" (ijtama'a fihi dullani, dullu-l~'ishki wa-dullu—1- 
yahudiyati) ?
A convert of the XVIII-XIX century states that dull was 
the starting-point of his doubts (X.126).
The sale to Muslims of meat unclean to the Jews can 
easily be represented as a case of humiliation of the Muslim 
(St.L.P. 152 f., 332 f.; X.I2 3). This also gave rise to
1 Cf. Anar/ / Ghazali, Ihya* II.,148.
2 Mi*taah±3a*3£*p» Bacher, M G W J, 1873, 270 seq.s Tabari, I.
2514, lines 8 ff.
5 Makkarl, II..301.
squabbling amongst legists. When one of them compelled a Jew 
to pay a fine for selling unclean meat to Muslims, another 
held that the Jew was entitled to do so, and that the stricter 
kadi was liable to prosecution. ^
The Jews mostly resented the dull. They tried to reas­
sure themselves hy pretending that they had not yet lost every 
vestige of power (X.37 ?•> 44,124). Saradia (145)’. it would 
he too easy to adhere to a powerful faith. Ha-Levy (cap.143): 
Christians and Muslims are proud of their martyrs and suffer­
ings. Maimonides (Epistle, MS.f. 124a, tr.ed.Holuh,49): "And 
you, my brethren, know that on account of our many sins, G-od 
threw us among this nation of hostile Ishmael . . . Never has 
a nation arisen more injurious to us than this people; no 
nation has ever been so intent on humiliating and degrading 
us, and on hating us. That is why King David, when shown in 
a vision all the tribulations which were to overwhelm Israel, 
did not cry out, or ask for help for ouir'people, until he saw 
what we were to suffer in the Kingdom of Ishmael; and then he 
exclaimed (Psalm CXX.5) fWoe is me that I sojourn in Mesech, 
that I dwell in the tents of Kedarl * . . . Daniel also des­
cribed our humiliation solely under Ishmael - may G-od crush 
him soon! (Daniel VIII.). We have to bear the humiliations 
they impose upon us and their lies which are beyond human
^ X.oaqb.,Amar, 11.34 ff.; ib. I.I63-8; Ibn Hajj, IV.184.
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endurance* As the prophet says (Bsalm XXXVIII. 13-14): ’But 
I, as a deaf man, heard not; and I was as a dumb man that 
openeth not his mouth . . . and in whose mouth are no reproof3^
It was felt to he particularly humiliating that the "lady” 
should he oppressed hy (the son of) the "maid”, Hagar, as many 
Hebrew poems describe it. This reaction certainly contributed 
to the dissemination of the ancient tales of the collabora­
tion of the Jewish elders in the composition of the Koran. ^
When Ibn Hazm and Samau’al sneer and jeer at the misfor­
tunes of the Jews and their backwardness in scientific pur­
suits, they seem almost to be repeating some ancient Jew- 
baiter:
"A clear proof, according to him, that our laws are 
unjust and our religious ceremonies erroneous is that we are 
not masters of an empire, but rather the slaves, first of one 
nation, then of another, and that calamity has more than once 
befallen our city . . . (We) have not produced any geniuses, 
for example, in arts and crafts, or eminent sages” (Josephus, 
c.Ap., 11.14,20; tr. Thackeray).
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Page 1.- I cannot see why G-oldziher thought this literature 
extensive (J.E., VI.,657 **•)• His bibliography is mainly 
one of the anti-Christian tracts.
Chapter II.
5.- This chapter offers a short recapitulation of what formed 
the background of the Muslim controversialist. It is not 
intended to serve an inquiry on the treatment of the Jews 
in the Koran and in the Tradition. It is based on such 
works (cf. bibliography) as those of Bcheyer, Barth, Vajda 
(J A).
6 .- MaghcLub 'alayhim, cf. Tabari, Tafslr, I.6l f.
Neither believe nor disbelieve, etc.; cf. Musnad Ibn
Hanbal, IV., 23 9; BukharI, Tauhid 51 (Juynboil, IV.,295) and 
Tafslr 11 (III.,198).
7.- The Jewish queries; Hirschfeld J Q R,X.
Khalifuhum; disreputable practices ascribed to the Jews. 
Vajda, R S 0, 17, p.209, n.l mentions many examples added 
in Goldziher's copy of M.St. to those given in the
book 1.1,57,203-5 and II.13?.
8 .- Kus§as; M.St. II.137*149,1 65 ff.; G-oitein’s studies on 
Isra’iliyat (Tarbiz).
- B M.Or.9737*fol,132b-138a contains a story in which Ka'b 
is converted to Islam by a jralk with a rahib who knew all 
about the prophet’s forthcoming advent.
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Chapter III.
9 .- Cf. Amalek "by Hoeldeke; Goldziher.M.St.$. 178,182,186 g.,
2 69.
10.- Tab§irat al-rAwamm, the Persian compendium, p.26. Maybe 
(reva hashed) it was another Hainan. Or it is one and the 
same person; but Pharaoh himself Mailed from Persia. As to 
the thousand years, that is an invention. But even so why 
should the world have had only a single Haman - him of the 
days of Ardashir? They argue the Torah would have mentioned 
ihim. If all the laws and stories had been included in the 
Torah, there would have been no need for any further book, 
such as the Gospel, and the giving thereof would have been 
unnecessary. - Prom Ibn Ezra we learn that some Jews attempt­
ed to imitate the Muslim quibble about Haman, saying that 
Aaron the calf-maker and Aaron the priest were not one and 
the same person.
11.- Por the Christian-Jewish controversy of. S. Krauss, L. W. 
Williams, J. Bergmann.
There is no study of the Arabic Christian polemic against 
the Jews. St.L.P. enumerates: HN.26 (IX.c); 91*106,119,129 
(X.c.); 67 (XII.c.); ljjc (XIII.c.); 37,146 {BV.c.). Jewish 
retorts: ib.N. S^'b; Gotttueil in Melanges Derenbourg (G-eniza); 
Krauss in R E J, 6 3.
T. Andrae in Der Ursprung d. Islams.u.d.Crhist .p. 198 f. 
says: "auch die Polemik Muhammads gegen die Juden im grosser
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Umfange auf Argumente zurueckgreift, die vorher in der kirch-
i t
lichen Judenbekampfung verwendet worden waren." The view that 
the biblical ”chains", i.e., the difficult, restrictive laws 
of the Pentateuch (e.g. the dietetic laws) were a kind of 
punishment to the Jews for their disobedience, was "auch bei 
den syrischen Theologen allgemein verbreitet". Their proto­
types were works like the Epistle of Barnabas and Justin’s 
Dialogue with Trypho. In the latter we find:
Ch. 18 - festivals, Sabbath, circumcision were enjoined on 
account of transgression and the hardness of the hearts of 
the Jews;
Ch. 19 - the law was given by Moses on account of the hardness
of their hearts; for if it were necessary . . . God would not
have made Adam uncircumcised;
Chs.21-22 - Sabbath - for the people’s sins; also sacrifices; 
Cbs34,64 - passages on Arabia in a universalist strain (barren 
becoming fertile = Gentiles turning Christians);
Chs. 71^ 73 - Jews falsify the scriptures;
Ch. 75 - "announcements” (cf. Williams, 3-8,12,35)i
Ch. 82 - the gift of prophecy transferred from Israel to the
Church.
Abu-1-Pida* (d.1331) trusts the Greek text (4 f., cf. 3 4 ) for 
in the Hebrew the Jews undertook some changes to do away with 
passages about Christ.
However we may view the case in regard to the Prophet and
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to the Koran, it seems to me that the present study points in 
the same direction, i.e., to the Christian sources of later 
Muslim polemics. "Biblical testimonies" and collections of 
such are probably of Christian origin. It appears that Islam, 
broadly speaking, neither produced new polemical weapons of 
its own, nor did it use in its polemics the specific armoury 
of Jewish converts; it took over mainly Christian material for 
its needs. If the Muslims had had more information from Jewish 
sources, they would undoubtedly have dwelt more frequently on 
post-biblical lore. But even Ibn Hazm is very weak on that 
point.
Christian polemic was deeply rooted in old Hellenistic 
attacks on Jews and their tenets.
Naturally, the "testimonies" could not pley their role 
in full in the Muslim-Jewish controversy for the Muslims lacked 
a premise - the knowledge and recognition of the texts, and 
thus the polemic necessarily tended to centre around another 
issue (that of abrogation).
12.- Ibn Kutayba is quoted in a book by Ibn-al-JauzI, from which 
excerpts were given by Brockelmann in Beitr.z. Assyr. III., 
(1893), esp. pp.46 seq. (Df. the articles of Brockelmann, 
Goldziher, Bacher, and Poznanski in Z A T 1, 13,15*16.
14.- *Ali Tabari, ed. & tr. A.Mingana; Fritsch, 6-12; P. Taeschner
Margoliouth. As to authenticity - below, p.110. Schreiner,
Z D M G, 42, p.645-6, note, contained the clue which v/as over­
looked.
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15.- Rawandi': Ritter, Kraus, Nyberg's introd. to Khayyat.
17.- T. Andrae, Die Person Muhammads, p.lOJ, says that the 
intensity of these doubts and moods must not be overlooked, 
notwithstanding that the works of those who entertained them 
have been lost.
Cf. the verses of at-Tughurl ap. Kraus p.112:-
”1 wonder at Chosroes and his people, washing the face in 
in the urine of cows;
I wonder at the Byzantine Emperor who adores what human 
hands have wrought.
How strange are the Jews with their God who rejoices in 
spilling blood and smelling incense;
And those people who flock from distant regions to shave 
their heads and kiss the stone.”
18.- Salmon on Hawandi: Poznansky in M G W J, 51 (1907)* P*
731 Kindred passages in Goldziher in Z D M G, 62. Poznan­
sky (Ha-Goren VII.,128) could not find anything about Ibn 
Sutofayd. He overlooked Shahrastani, 49 top: Muh. b. Suwayd 
wasa Mu'tazili of the Muzdarlya school which was known for its 
firm rejection of if jaz al-kur’an (cf. Iji, 339).
Later even the forgery of the Bible, the act of tahrlf, 
was ascribed to Rawandl: Goldziher-Sabbatinst.; cf. Ijl-Jur- 
janl, p.217.
19.- Hiwi: Poznansky, I.Davidson, E. Stein, Darmesteter, Vajda 
(R E J, 99). Cf. Goldziher, Vorl., p.13 f.; Marmorstein in
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H U C  A v.VI.
20.- On the Baghdad circle - Goldziher, R E J, 47, P.43 f., 
and Z D M G 62. On the trend of this age - Mann in H U C A, 
12-1J; Friedlaender J Q R, ITS, I.-III.; Ohermann, Z.f.Semit, 
V.,54 f.,6 5.
The Geniza tract: J.Mann in H U C A, 12-13•
21.- On Sects: Friedlaender in J Q R.
- Kirkisani is Based in the review of sects on al-Mufcammig.
- The idea of a demiurge - to whom God transferred (f w d II.) 
this world was cherished hy some Shi*ites. For some found 
him in Muhammad, others in rAlI (Iji, 348).
22.- The Christ legend.- The Karaites seem to apply here the 
same method as Muhammad in the Koranic stories: they put their 
own history (- of Aaan) into the story of Jesus. Cf. Krauss, 
Leben Jesu, 201.
- Ihn Sakawayh. - Asaf in Tarhiz, IV.
2 3.- Agohard: E J.s.v.; L. Williams, 348 ff.
24.- Salmon: ed. Davidson, N.Y. 1935* esp. 108 seq.
26.- Masrudi, Muruj, II. 388 seq.; cf. Tah§irat al-*awamm, 23 
hot. His discussions: Tanhlh, 112 f/159 tmclear word
is hada*, as Goldziher pointed out in E. J.s.v. hada*. Mas'udI 
prohahly wrote on the subject in one of his lost works; cf. 
Tanhlh, preface, p.VI. On page 212 f/285 he dwells on the 
contradictions between the versions (Hebrew, LXX., and 
Samaritan) of the scriptures. Cf. Muruj, 1.89,100,118 f.
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yadhalru ila fasadi-n-nazari wa-l-kauli bi-takafu’i-l- 
madhabi - en mettant toutes les religions sur la meme ligne.
The words fasad an-nazar admit of several interpretations.
Chapter IV.
28.- Sa*adia, 4 ff., 122 ff., 140.
29.- Ib. 89-91* Tajsim 89-107; contradictions 136 ff.; impro­
per passages 140; computations 141.
50.- Ib. p.132, - miracles do not prove. "If the da'wa is 
from the start inadmissible we shall not ask for any proof, 
knowing there is no proof for the impossible." A man who 
claims a thousand dirhams will be asked to substantiate his 
claim. But if he claims the Tigris, his claim is dismissed 
without hearing.
On miracles cf. T. Andrae - Die Person, etc.
Paran - Mecca: cf. p.12 supra.
31.- L. Nemoy recently published v. I. of a full edition of 
Kirkisani (Yale). The translation given here is from his tr. 
in H U C A with some alterations.
34.- Blrunl: cf. Schreiner. The computation (1335) is given 
also in *Ali Jabari.
35.- Ibn Abl Usaybi a mentions the lost tract of a Jewish convert 
the physician Ibn gusin (about 970). Mawardi (d.1058) wrote
a volume of "announcements".
I could not obtain the Cairo edition. Prom the extracts
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given by Schreiner in the Kohut volume, one sees that the simi­
larity between MawardI and Ibn Kutaiba, and still more between 
mawardi and rAli Tabari is striking.
Chapter V.
The Nagdelas: Dozy III.; Graetz; Ibn-§a/id; Peres; Ibn- 
al-Khatlb, A*mal, 264 ff.; Ihata, 1.272. ("One could not 
breathe without his (Joseph’s) knowing of it’.)
Ibn Sa/id, Tabakat al Umam, p.90> end, on Samuel: "In know­
ledge of the shari * a of the Jews and how to defend it, and 
repel attacks on it - nobody could equal him among those who 
had lived in Andalus before him."
37.- Makkari, II.,259* Cf. Peres, 240.
Elblri: Dozy, Rech.I., Peres, 270 ff., Ibn al-Khatib, Armal.
(E. Levi-Provenpal. Les memoires du roi Ziride fAbd allah, 
Andalus, 1935* P-33 seq.: tabarmaka-l-ydfiudl.)
38.- wa-§arat hawa *ijuna ‘indahu wa-nahnu *ala babihi ka\muna^  
II nous a pris nos meubles. Rather: our affairs are referred 
to him, depend on him, and so we have to wait at his gates?
39.- The tract was published by Gomez. St.L.P. and Goldziher,
Z D M G, 32 discussed the question of Ibn-IJazm’s works against 
Jews. Apparently, there were three works: the tract; the book 
later incorporated in al-Fisal; and al-Pifal itself. Cf. 
Friedlaender in Or. Skizzen (Festschrift Noeldeke): E.I.s.v. 
Ibn-Hazm. Goldziher, Z D M G, 65, 349 seq. gives a review of 
the Milal literature.
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Professor Tritton drew my attention to the divergence of 
the BM.ms. of al-Fisal from the printed text. It is indeed 
great. The ms. seems to give a much shorter text, and to 
start with the attack on the Jews.
44.- Ibn Hazm insisted on the impurity of the infidels; Gold­
ziher, Zahiriten, 6l ff.
- Another dispute took place in A. H. 420 (p.106).
46.- Circumeision: Yebamot 71a. Cf. Williams, 46 (Tertullian).
49. -  Yosippon: Fi§al 99 Asin Palacios, tr. p.212 f. (n.87) 
thinks Ibn-Hazm read the Antiquities of Josephus. That is in­
credible. What Ibn Hazm says fits in perfectly with a Jewish 
Yosippon text, e.g., ed. Gunzburg-Kahana p.183., col. 3 6 1.
Cf. Krauss, Leben Jesu, 238 f., JOQ, n.6. An Arabic transla­
tion was made in the X.-XIth c. (E.J.s.v.). Non-Jewish ver­
sions contain passages on Christ, e.g., Ta’rlkh Yusifus al- 
Yahudl, p.211 f.(Beyrut, 1872).
52.- On l‘jaz cf. T.Andrae, Die Person, ch. on miracles; Abdul 
Aloem in Isl. Cult. VII. (does not know Schreiner's important 
appendix in Z D M G, 42, 665-673) ; KirkisanT Z A, 26, 106-110, 
St.L.P. 314 ff.; Vajda H S 0, 17, p.223 (TabarsI); Ibn al-JauzI, 
29 seq.; Ijl-Jurjani, 175^88,198,200; Ibn-Taymiya, Al-jawab a§- 
§ahih (C.1322), 172 (All the wisdom of the Torah in the Koran, 
but not vice versa). (Taha Husayn, Fi-s-§ayf, p.1 3.)
53.^  We accept $ Moses who predicted Muhammad. If your Moses 
did not do so he is not the same man. . . . We do not believe
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in Moses and Jesus and in Tora or Gospel if they do not contain 
the announcement about the apostolate of Muhammad and the des­
cription of his companions (p.104).
55.- St. Paul the seducer: eg. Krauss, Leben Jesu, 47 (6l),85> 
121,157; Fritsch; Levi della Vida. On Ibn Saba1: Friedlaender’s 
article.
59.- J. Perles - R.Sal.b.Aderet; Schreiner, Z D M G, 48, p.39 
seq.; Zucker.
On the fate of Ibn Hazm’s writings: Friedlaender, Zur Komposi- 
tion, p.268; Goldziher, Z D M G, 66, p.l6 6.
The biblical text Ibn Hazm uses is not one of the known trans­
lations. It is in many ways akin to the Vulgate. An old 
Palestinian Targum is taken to have been its prototype. I 
could not obtain Algermissen’s book on the subject (Munster,
1933).
Chapter VI.
60.- Ibn Zafar: GAL, I. 351 and sup., 1-595. E.I. II.,429.
62.- ’Golden mean”. Indicated in the Koran already (II.,137):
j a * nlnakum ummatan was at an.
6 5.- Likening the Creator to the creature, - also Ibn al-JauzI, 
Talbls p.75-
Chapter VII.
6 5.- Schreiner. M G W J, 42-45. I have used the MS.Cairo (VI.
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115). Cf. E.J.s.v. Ibn Abbas.
On the MSS. and titles of. G- A L, I.,488 & Sup., 1.892, The 
Cairo MS. has on its title-page the words: Hada ifhamu 
ta*ifati-l-yahudi, katalahumu-llahu, min am all . . . mara 
kissati ru’yatihi . , . The Hebrew account mentions the 
visions as being in the beginning of the book.
The eopyist made a slip on fol. 25a where the date A.H. 555 
is given. The copy was made in A.H. 752.
6 5.- The Hebrew account by the chronicler Sambari (XVII.c.) was 
published by Heubauer in H E J. V. (w^ *asah sefer al-ifharn sha 
hor kappeham; he produced the book al^ifham which was black as 
coal.)
The ftmahH after the name of Muhammad is not ,fprobablement 
1’abbreviation dfiune formule de devotion1 but stands for the
Hebrew m^shugga* ish ha-ruah (The prophet is a fool) the
spiritual man is mad, Hosea IX. 7- I find nov/ this indicated 
by Berliner in his ed. (I8 9 6), p.X.
- On the "Letter of R. Samuel” falsely ascribed to our author: 
Williams, 228 seq.
6 8.- The introduction to Kalila wa Dimna as a rationalist work: 
Kraus, R S 0, 14; Noeldeke, Burzoe, pp.5,15,17.
6 9.- On taklld, the following in the footsteps of the fathers: 
Ibn al-Jauzi, Talbis, p.8 6; Burzoe, p.17.*
71.- The prophet Samuel considered by the Jews equal to Moses:
J.E. XI.7; Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews, III.228 f.
78.- Cf. Krauss, Leben Jesu, 40 f., 42 f., 53 199*
8 6.- Jerome on Isa. 29 f. (ap. J.Parkes, p.21): . . . "Interpre­
ters who delude the people with the most terrible traditions, 
labour night and day to deceive the simple, and cause men to 
sin about the word of God, so that they deny Christ to be the 
son of God."
89.- The Muhammad legend of the Jews: cf. Mann. (H U C A),
Schwabe, St.L.B.; also the short Muslim history in Cat. Sassoon.
- On the abusive names of the Prophet: St.L.P. G. Margoliouth 
pasul to rhyme with rasul.
Chapter VIII.
95.- The tracts of Karafi and Ibn Kayyim were printed on the 
margin of: Bachazada, -al fark bain al-makhluk wa-l-khalik. I 
could not obtain this edition. That of Ibn Kayyim was also 
published separately.
On Karafi: GAL, I.585, Suppl., 1.655-
97-- Bazi on anthropomorphism: l'tikadat furuk al-muslimin wa-1- 
mushrikin, C., 1938* p.82.
98.- In the Hebrew ed. Holub, p.28.
Chapter IX.




1Q9.- Goldziher, R E J, JO; Weston; Schwab; Pritsch.
It seems to me that Ibn Ratir refers to Sa'id when describing 
how a convert vexed the Jews by the threat to engage them in 
disputations (Pagnan, Mel. Derenbourg, p.110).
110.- Cf. note to p. 9 5.
112. I discuss anti-dimmi propaganda under the Mamluks in an
article I hope to publish shortly.
115.- Schreiner, R E J, 32, Z D M G, 4 5. Cf. a similar case 
of the Constantinople churches under the Turks: P.Giese,
Islam 19* 273 seq.
115 end.- Schreiner quotes the verses of the Jewish poet Z D M G 
45i p.299, n.l. from Sha*rawl* s Yawaklt I. 195*
In Taflis Iblis by rAbd al-Salam b, Ahmad al-Makdisi (d. A.H. 
978)i Cairo 1323* the verses appear with a lehgthy retort, 
also in rhyme, by Ibn-Taymlya. This is the same poem as the 
one mentioned in G A L, suppl.II. p. 12 5 148-151* G A L  
erroneously gives the references as to different poems.
116.- • Jaubari: ed. Damascus (1885 ?). Cf. Meyerhof, Med.Jew. 
physicians, Isis, 1938, esp. 449>459«
119.- The decree: Abu-l-M alias in, Nujum, ed. Popper, VII. 160. 
Ibn-Ukhuwa, 165 seq. : too many legists, few doctors; some 
towns have infidel physicians only. Cf. Ibn *Abdun (VI.c.),
238 f., 248.
Chapter XI.
120.- I give an account of Islam* s tract in an* article in the 
forthcoming issue of the J Q B.
Material: lithography, two B M.MSS, MSS of Rabat and of the 
India Office Library, G A L  mentions (suppl.,I I . ) only a MS. 
in Fas. The lithography is entitled as-sayf al-mamdud fi ar- 
radd *ala ahbar al-yahud; var. al-majrud.
124.- GAL, suppl.,11. 3 5 6. Add:MS.Rome (Levi della Vida 
Elenco, 262), and Palacios*s article.
126.- On Ziyada and his Jewish follower, cf. Schmidt in Z K V, v. 
V. The Library of the S 0 S.has a copy (Arab 26) of the second 
epistle of Ziyada (queries and replies) with an interesting 
postscript by the copyist on the importance of supplying good 
Muslim books to Christians for guidance.
The Jewish convert*s epistle is now mentioned also in the 
Princeton Cat.,1938, p.4 63,11.1541, where the name of the author 
is given as Habib. This is ‘ apparently an error, maybe origina­
ting from the words **ala ya habib**.
A Muhammad Habib, apparently a Jewish convert, published
(1320 H., Cairo) a pamphlet Shahadat Isra,Il li-Isma/il with the 
title also in Hebrew. Hebrew texts are commented on. Christ is 
the prototype of Muhammad.
127.- I hope to publish the material I have collected on Taba- 
t ab a * 11s disput at ion.
Chapter XII.
129.- Kraus, Islam 19, gives some notes on the biblical knowledge 
of the Isfaa/ill doctor Kirmanl. The translations differ from 
the usual ones. Dan. XII.7 refers to al-Hakim. G-oldziher 
(Geiger’s Zeitschrift, XI., 1875) gave an account of a druze 
chapter on the Jews. But the material is disconnected, not 
does it give the impression of having any real relation to dis­
cussion with Jews. It is written for the edification of 
believers.
A Jewish convert composed a tract in defence of imamite 
Islam (Browne, Camb. Hand-List, p.256).
1 3 1.- Iji, 348: some Shi'ites recognize bada* (bada*Iya).
- Tabafci, Tafslr I.,378 on the Arabic usage of ’nskh’: copying 
a book, cancelling a rule, changing the wording. Cf. Suyufl, 
Itkan, 11.21; Ijl-JurjanI, 216 seq.
137*- Khaldun. But in the Mukaddima he dwells on the unre­
liability of the figures of the Bible .
- Jews had to carry an emblem of a calf’s head, under al- 
Hakim’s decrees.
141.- The virtues. Cf. Goldziher, Vorl. p.40.
- 100 parts of mercy (Bukhar 1 IV.115). I could not find this 
hadlt registered either in Wensinck’s tables or in Reseller’s 
art. in Z f S, I. ) .
142.- ShamI* 48b ff. In the big towns the infidels should be 
prohibited from building places of worship. But what if a
village develops intoaa toy/n? Then, if that village had been 
taken peacefully let the infidels retain their places of 
worship; but if the village had been conquered by force, then 
the infidels must forfeit those buildings.
142.- Ibn Daud’s book was apparently entitled al-^Aklda ar- 
Rafi*a (as opposed to the "humiliated faith"; Bacher). Yeh. 
Halevi writes to defend the din dalil.
1 4 3.- It appears that no mention is made in the polemical liter­
ature of the argument from the limited period set for the Jews 
to wait for the Messiah, after which, if he does not come, 
they are to embrace Islam. This was brought forward by the 
Murabitun against the Jews of Lucena, 1105: J00 years set
for the persuasion of the Jews had elapsed (Dubnow. IV.348, 4 6 2) 
But the same argument had been put forward by al-Hakim, ib.III. 
219 f. * Abbas I. (1568-1629) is said to have set a period of 
75 years; under * Abbas II. (1642-1666) there began persecu­
tion of the Jews, who were then filled with Messianic expecta­
tions. Compulsory mass conversions followed (Ib. VII.504 ff.).
There is an account of "the fatal and final extirpation and 
destruction of the Jews out of the Empire of Persia, begun in 
1663, and continuing till 1666, with the occasion thereof"# 
in Burton’s Judaeorum Memorabilia, Bristol, 1796, pp.197-202 
(from Basnage ?).
